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anisotropy of *' measured in cuboidal shear tests may contribute significantly to the
observed overestimation of undrained shear strength in pressuremeter tests.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Conventional practice in geotechnical engineering usually requires sam-

pling of soil materials and subsequent laboratory testing to determine the soil

properties necessary for design. This procedure suffers from the impossibility

of ever testing the soil in the state at which it exists in the ground. Besides

sampling and testing disturbances, removal of the sample from the ground

causes changes in the stress system acting oil the sample. The severity of the

effect of this change depends on the nature of the soil fabric and its sensi-

tivity to microstrains. It is not possible to make a determination of the fabric

sensitivity a priori. The particulate nature of soils, their fabric, and the asso-

ciated influence of environmental conditions all serve to reduce our confidence

in the conventional determination of in situ soil behavior parameters.

One way to improve the situation is to forego sampling and use in situ

testing devices to determine soil properties directly. In situ testing promises

increasing effectiveness and efficiency for foundation engineering design. How-

ever, the results of most in situ tests must be empirically correlated to soil

properties. Of all the in situ methods now in use, the pressuremeter offers the

greatest possibility for markedly improving our ability to determine design

parameters and in situ behavior. This is because load-deformation informa-

tion is directly obtained from the test, and this information may with proper

interpretation yield the constitutive relationship for the soil.

The research study undertaken at Purdue attempts to increase our

understanding of the iniluence of certnlin soil conditions and testing
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procedures on the stress-strain and strength properties of soil materials. The

research program was organized around issues which directly affect the deter-

mination of in situ soil properties by the pressuremeter or self-boring pres-

suremeter. However a number of the theoretical and experimental avenues of

research which were investigated are expected to prove useful in other areas.

The work performed to date has involved both experimental and analyti-

cal developments. Experiments were performed in a calibration chamber

using model pressuremeters, as well as in K. triaxial/plane strain and

cuboidal shear devices. Analytical work dealt with both the interpretation of

experimental data and theoretical developments related to pressuremeter test-

ing. These research accomplishments are summarized in the following six

chapters. Each chapter provides a description of the experimental and/or

analytical techniques developed during the investigation and presents the

most important results and conclusions. Whenever necessary, references are

made to dissertations and technical papers written during the course of the

study. The main conclusions of the research are re-evaluated globally in the

final chapter. Appendix I contains a listing of the technical papers and dis-

cussions already published or in preparation on the results of this research.

w
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CHAPTER 2

CALIBRATION CHAMBER RESEARCH

2.1 Introduction and Objectives

Calibration chambers (CC) have been used by a number of researchers to

investigate the behavior of in situ tests in granular soils under controlled con-

ditions. In a CC, uniform and reproducible samples can be created, which

can then be subjected to known stress history and boundary conditions. CC

studies have helped considerably in understanding the behavior of, for exam-

ple, the pressuremeter test (PMT) in granular soils.

CC testing with cohesive soils is, however, unprecedented. Consequently,

previous experimental studies on the PMT have been limited to field tests and

comparisons with conventional laboratory tests on samples from the same

site. Sample disturbance and the natural variation in soil properties such as

water content, plasticity, and stress-strain behavior, even for soils from the

same deposit, make comparisons with field test results problematic. Thus the

CC approach is a more desirable alternative for cohesive soils.

In this research, a calibration chamber system and pressuremeter testing

procedures were developed for cohesive soils with the following objectives:

1. Investigate the effects of strain rate and partial drainage on pressureme-
ter test results.

2. Study the stress paths and conditions for the existence of radial cracking
in the soil during a PMT in cohesive soils.

3. Consider the effects of the variation of initial stress conditions on the test
results.

4. Evaluate the PMT holding test.

-w----A
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To achieve these objectives, a series of model pressureiieter tests in a

calibration chamber were performed under different boundary and initial con-

ditions. Other variables were strain rate, plasticity and overconsolidatioll

ratio of the clays. Following the pressuremeter expansion, a stress or strain

controlled holding test was performed, and the pore pressures developed dur-

ing the tests were monitored. The research also involved reference CKYU

axial compression and axial extension triaxial tests and vertical and horizon-

tal oedometer tests on undisturbed samples of the clays tested in the calibra-

tion chamber. The background and research approach, laboratory equipment

and testing procedures, and the interpretation and analysis of the data arc

detailed in the dissertation by Huang (1986). Huang, Holtz, and Chameau

(1985 and 1987) also describe various aspects of the CC testing system and

procedures.

2.2 Description of Equipment Developed

Specialized laboratory equipment developed for this research included a

double wall calibration chamber system, model pressuremeters, a slurry conso-

lidometer to prepare undisturbed triaxial samples, a triaxial device capable of

consolidating a sample under K o conditions, and related instrumentation.

The design concepts and mechanical details of these devices are given in

detail by luang (1986) and summarized by ]Huang, Holtz and Chameau (1 .85

and 1987). Only a brief description follows.

The time required to consolidate clay samples and handling difliculties

led us to build a small scale, flexible wall chamber system and to use model

pressuretneters to perform calibration chamber tests. The basic concept is to

first consolidate a clay sample frorn a high water content slurry (about 2.5

titries the LL) in the slurry consolidometer ( Fig. 2.1). First stage consolidationi

1 L-
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occurs with the model pressuremeter and miniature piezorieters already in

place. Since there is no need for a boring in which to insert the pressurerme-

ter, the primary source of soil disturbance is eliminated. In addition, the

sample is consolidated in a rubber membrane which in the second stage conso-

lidation becomes the CC inner membrane. Thus, there is no sample extrusion,

and disturbance of the sample is further reduced.

The double wall CC is shown in Fig. 2.2, and Fig. 2.3 is a schematic

diagram of the CC control system. Instrumentation specially developed for

this research includes the model pressuremeter and miniature piezorneters

(Fig. 2.4). The reference K. testing was carried out in the K) triaxial shown

in Fig. 2.5. A similar procedure as for the CC tests was used to consolidate

triaxial samples directly in a membrane using the apparatus shown in Fig.

* 2.6.

All of this equipment was instrumented with pressure transducers (gage

and differential) and LVDT's. The chamber and triaxial cell were placed in a

temperature controlled room where the temperature was maintained within a

range of 23.0 to 24.00 C. All instrument outputs are in DC voltage. A

NMACSYNI 2 (Analog Devices, Inc.) data logging system was used to perform

analog/digital conversion and to take readings. This device was interfaced

with an IBM personal computer for data display, storage, and reduction.

2.3 Reference Soil Tests

In addition to basic classification tests, Ko triaxial and oedoiieter tests

were performed to provide reference properties for the soils utilized in the

charnibe; pressuremneter tests. Georgia kaolinite and an Indiana silt were util-

ized in the experiments. Fig. 2.7 shows the grain size distribution of the kao-

p -. A
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linite and silt. The specific gravity and Atterberg limits are given in Table

2.1. Two types of soil mixtures were utilized in the experiments: 100', kao-

linite, and a mixture of 50% kaolinite and 50%o silt (by dry weight). The

100% kaolinite will hereinafter be referred to as the KI00 soil and the 50/50

blend will be called K50.

The Ko triaxial tests provided stress-strain relationships and strength

data for the K50 and K100 soils in axial compression and axial extension.

The same consolidation pressures and OCR values as in the CC tests were

used. Table 2.2 presents the test plan, and consolidation data, while Table

2.3 is a summary of all the triaxial test results. Graphs of all tests performed

are given by Huang (1986), as are details of soil and slurry preparation, tests

procedures, and an analysis of test errors.

Stress controlled oedometer tests were performed in both the vertical and

horizontal direction to determine the consolidation characteristics of K100

and K50 for the chamber holding tests. These results are summarized in

Table 2.4.

2.4. Chamber Pressuremeter Tests -- Presentation and

Analysis of Results

Table 2.5 gives the soil, OCR, test condition, and strain rate for the 19

tests considered acceptable for this research. Details of sample preparation

and set up, CC testing procedures, pore pressure monitoring, data reduction,

and interpretation of the chamber pressuremeter tests results are given by

Huang (1986).

Because such tests had riot been previously performed, a study of the

quality of the samples and tests was made. liluang, et al. (1985), and Htuang

(1986) summarized the results of these investigations. Basically, the data



Table 2.1 Properties of Experimental Clays

Soil Liquid Limit Plastic Limit Specific Gravity

Kaolinite 63 36 2.65

K50 37 23 2.69)

100

Grain sze, mm

Fiue27Gai iedsriuincre
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Table 2.2 'rest plan and consolidation data

Test No. Soil O.C.R. Shearing Mode (final) B K NC KOC

kPa Value

KT-7 KIOO I CKU-AC 276.7 0.99 0.56 -

KT-19 KIOO I CKU-AC 275.3 0.99 0.56 -

KT-28 KI00 1 ClKU-AE 274.8 1.00 0.55 -

KT-20 KIDO 10 GRL-AC 27.58 1.00 0.55 1.49

KT-22 KIOO 10 CKU-AE 27.51 0.99 0.56 1.55

KT-21 K50 I CKU-AC 276.3 1.00 0.52 -

KT-23 K50 I CKU-AE 275.8 1.00 0.49 -

KT-25 K50 10 CIKU-AC 28.46 0.99 0.49 1.47

KT-29 K50 10 CKU-AE 27.82 1.00 0.50 1.49
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Table 2.5 Summary of chamber pressuremeter tests

Test No. Soil 0.C.R. Test Condition Strain Rate
_ 'minute

CP4 K50 I Perfect 0.10

CP6 K100 1 Perfect 0.73

CP8 K50 1 Perfect 0.73

CPIO K50 1 Perfect 0.73

CP12 K100 1 Perfect 0.73

CP15 K100 1 Overstressed 0.73

CP16 K100 10 Perfect 0.73

CP17 K50 1 Overstressed 0.73

CP18 K100 1 Perfect 4.40

CP19 K50 1 Perfect 4.40

CP2O K100 10 Perfect 4.40

CP21 KIOC I Understressed 0.73

CP23 K50 10 Perfect 0.73

CP25 K50 10 Perfect 4.40

CP26 K50 1 Understressed 0.73

CP27 K(100 10 Overstressed 0.73

CP28 K100 10 Understressed 0.73

CP29 K50 10 Overstressed 0.73

CP30 K50 10 Understressed 0.73

i~
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suggested that the samples were very uniform and reproducible, as shown in a

comparison of duplicate tests CP6 and CPI2 (KIO) soil) and CP8 and CPIO

(K50 soil) in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9. Another concern was possible shear stress

between the probe and adjacent soil induced during chamber consolidation,

but analysis indicated that the probe boundary shear stress can be considered

insignificant.

Wood and Wroth (1977) noted negative circumferential stresses in their

analyses of self-boring pressuremeter (Camkometer) tests. It was of concern

that this might cause radial cracking in the soil and thus violate the assump-

tion of plane strain. First an attempt was made to investigate experimentally

the possibility of radial cracking using acoustic emission (AE) techniques, but

unfortunately it was impossible to detect any significant difference in emission

"counts" during several tests. A summary of our AE work is presented in

Appendix II.

Next, a detailed analysis of the effective stress paths of N.C. and O.C.

clays was made. No negative values of the circumferential stress were

observed in any case. Therefore, the possibility of radial cracking was not

considered further in the analyses of the chamber pressuremeter results.

Analyses of Chamber Pressuremeter Data -- The pressuremeter

tests conducted included different strain rates and different levels of stress

*_ disturbance. A total of 11 CC tests were performed in two types of N.C. and

O.C. clays under so-called "perfect" conditions (Table 2.5) in which no

mechanical disturbance of the soil occurred before pressurenieter expansion.

The results are shown in Figs. 2.8 to 2.13. The results have been interpreted

using the Simplex curve fitting technique described in Chapter 4 of this

report, and for simplicity, oi ly the interpret,:tioti which has the least

i ll " " !Lk
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standard deviation is shown (called "Simplex interpretation"). Table 2.6 sum-

marizes the results of Simplex interpretation ,f these tests. Figures 2.14 to

2.17 show the stress-strain curves interpreted according to the Simplex pro-

cedure.

Strain Rate Effects -- The test results indicate that the initial shear

modulus increases with the strain rate. On the other hand, the peak stress

difference decreases with the strain rate (The only exceptions are tests CP16

and CP20). The data further indicate that the limit pressure, P, (asymptotic

probe pressure as the radial strain approaches infinity), is relatively insensi-

tive to strain rate.

As the strain rate increases, the probe pressure curve becomes steeper

initially and then levels off to reach almost the same limit pressure (Figs.

2.10-2.13). The soil stress strain relationship involved in all the curve fitting

interpretation methods is directly related to the derivatives of the pressureme-

ter curve. Thus, this relatively rapid initial increase of probe pressure at the

higher strain rates results in higher principal stress differences and higher ini-

tial shear moduli. When the curves level off, strain softening results because

of the smaller derivatives, and this causes the stress-strain curve to have a

peak at small strains (Compare, e.g., Figs. 2.10 and 2.14.). The combination

of the initial shear modulus and the radial strain where strain softening

occurs determines the peak stress difference in the interpretation.

From the model pressuremeter tests, it appears that the effect of higher

initial shear modulus (higher stress difference at the same strain) for the

higher strain rate tests is more than compensated for by the strain softening

effect. This provides an explanation as to why the peak stress diflerence

tends to decreasc as strain rate increases in tlse tests. If the relatively
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constant limit pressure would prevail at even higher strain rates, the eflect of

high modulus would eventually overcome that of the strain softening, arid the

peak stress difference would again increase with strain rate. The interpreta-

tion would then yield a stress strain curve which has a very high peak stress

difference and significant strain softening (See test CP20, Fig. 2.17). To

further illustrate this phenomenon, a hypothetical pressuremeter curve

representing an extremely rapid test has been added to Fig. 2.10 ("projected

fast test"). The interpretation of this pressuremeter curve shows a much

higher peak stress difference and very strong strain softening (Fig. 2.14). It is

interesting that curves exhibiting a similar high peak stress diflerence arid

strain softening are commonly obtained from full size self boring pressureniic-

ter tests (e.g. Ladd, et al., 1980).

Unfortunately, the maximum strain rate that the present apparatus

could provide was 4.4 %/min.. Additional research at even higher strain

rates or alternatively, gradually increasing probe diameters are needed to

further validate these findings.

Disturbance Effects -- In addition to the "perfect" tests (Table 2.5),

both "overstressed" and "understressed" tests were performed to investigate

the effects of borehole disturbance. All tests were conducted at a strain rate

of 0.73 %/min. Typical probe pressure vs. time records are shown in Fig.

2.18. Figs. 2.19 and 2.20 give the complete pressuremeter curves for tle tests

on NC and OC KI00 soil (the results oil the 1<50 soil are very similar).

In the interpretation, only the final expansion curve, starting from

points A and B for overstressed and understressed, respectively, as shown in

Figs. 2.19 and 2.20, was considered, as if there was no knowledge of the previ-

ous stress disturbance. [lie resulls of these interpretations are given in Table

-O WNl.l
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2.7 for both soils, and Figs. 2.21 and 2.22 (for K100 only -- results for KS0

were quite similar).

Overstressing and the consolidation that followed made the soil stronger,

since all overstressed tests showed slightly higher limit pressures as compared

to the "perfect" results. For the overstressed tests in N.C. clays, the inter-

preted peak stress differences are lower than those of perfect tests. The over-

stressed tests in O.C. clays show higher peak stress differences than those of

the "perfect" tests. This is again mainly due to the very similar limit pres-

sures and the nature of the interpretation as described previously.

Tile understressed condition was caused by initially overstressing the

probe; after the pore pressure dissipated, the probe pressure was reduced to

the same level as the applied back pressure and held again until the excess

pore pressure stabilized prior to the final probe expansion (Fig. 2.18). This

testing procedure conceptually considered the overstressed condition as the

original condition. The lowering of the probe pressure to the back pressure

simulated the conditions in either a pre-bored pressuremeter test or a self-

boring pressuremeter with an oversized cutter, where the lateral support of

the bore hole is provided solely by drilling fluid. In both cases, disturbance

can be considered as "severe". Although the probe pressure increased during

tile last holding period, the measured horizontal normal stress crh for all

understressed tests (Table 2.7) is significantly lower than the original lateral

earth pressure. For all tests, the interpretation results show relatively high

initial shear moduli and peak stress diflerences. This is mainly due to tile low

(7b which results from understressing. h'le findings suggest that if a relation-

ship between the undrained shear strength amid (1Pi - crh) can be established,

then the results will most likely not be ale'ted by disturbance, provided (TI, is

F
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obtained by other dependable means. The results also indicate that the

modulus measurements in "disturbed" pressuremeter tests are not valid. If

some disturbance is inevitable, it may be advisable to overstress the soil some-

what, as this usually provides a lower modulus and a lower undrained shear

strength; thus the values would be conservative for use in practice.

Soil Modulus -- So far, all the interpretations of the tests results have

included the initial shear modulus. As shown by Huang (1986), this value can

be easily computed after the stress-strain function is determined from the

curve fitting process. The test results confirm previous experience with the

determination of initial shear modulus: the results are extremely sensitive to

soil disturbance, and in comparison with laboratory tests values range from

about the same to much higher (Huang, 1986).

Considering all the uncertainties involved in the determination of initial

shear modulus, it seems advisable not to use the pressuremeter to determine

this soil parameter.

Wroth (1984) suggested that the shear modulus G can be measured by

conducting unload-reload cycles or "loops" during probe expansion. If the clay

behaves linear elastically during this cycle, then the loop will be a straight

line. The G values from all unload-reload loops conducted during model pres-

suremeter tests are shown in Table 2.8. In all tests, the loops were fairly

linear: however, the determination of the loop gradient was very sensitive to

onoise" in the data, especially when the hysteresis was large. Based on experi-

ence in this research, the determination of G values from unload-reload loops

is subject to considerable judgment, and therefore the G values shown in

Table 2.8 are only approximate. As these values are from tests with different

strain rates and diflerent degrees of disturbance, neither of these fi'tors has a
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significant effect on the measurement of G.

Holding Test Results -- The installation of piezometers in the calibra-

tion chamber enabled the monitoring of the pore pressure distribution during

pressuremeter expansion and during subsequent holding tests. Figs. 2.23 arid

2.24 show the pore pressure distribution at the end of pressurerneter expan-

sion in NC and OC clays, respectively. The data points in these figures are

compiled from all the tests at the 0.73%/minute strain rate, including those

with stress disturbance. It can be seen that the pore pressure distributions

are very similar for both K50 and K100 soils, probably due to their similar

consolidation properties (see ch measurements in Table 2.4 and sirniiar C/.t

values in Tables 2.9 and 2.10). The data also indicate that stress disturbance

has little effect on the pore pressure distribution. However, the pore pressure

measurements at the end of pressuremeter expansion (beginning of the holding

test) for both the NC and OC clays are much lower than those predicted by

Randolph and Wroth (1979) using the measured G/s u values (Figs. 2.23 and

2.24). This difference is probably due to the significant drainage which occurs

during the probe expansion because of the relatively small size of the model

pressuremeter. It is difficult to conduct realistic undrained tests in the

present apparatus.

Holding tests, both strain and stress controlled, were performed folioiiig

pressuremeter expansion in most tests. Fig. 2.25 shows an example of eahlI on

NC K50 soil. Typically, the pore pressure dissipation in a stress controllhd

holding test is slower than in a straiin controlled test, because the probe pres-

sure decreases during a strain controlled test. The ch values derived using the

procedures by Clarke, et al. (1979) based on the test data are shown in

Tables 2.9 and 2.10. As suggested by Wroth (1984), the shear nioduli requircd
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Table 2.9 Results of strain controlled holding tests

Test No. U. , I t G/ e .m." " c in yr

kPe kPa minute Clarke. et a Finite
S(1979) Difference

CP2I 87.4 11.0 4.8 161 - 194 15 9- 17.1 21.3

CP15 71.3 8.8 I 4.2 161 - 194 182 - 19.5 24.3
CPI8 64.2 9.5 4.6 161 - 194 166 - 17.8 -

CPIG f 298 0.0 4.7 186 - 244 17.1 - 19.0 232

CP2o 432 0.0 5.2 186 - 244 155 - 17.2 -

CPI7 63.0 110 51 175 - 227 155 - 17.1 20:

Table 2.10 Results of stress controlled holding tests

Tet No. U t, so G/I C .m, yr C. iY "

Clarke. et al Finite
kPa kPa minute (1979) Difference

CP26 74.1 16.0 14.1 175- 227 56 - 6.2 7.3

t 3393 6.0 17.2 152- 217 43-50 64

I CP27 36.0 7.5 18.8 16 - 244 4.3-4.7 58

CP28 35.6 9.0 170 18 - 244 47- 5.3 6 4
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for the interpretation of the holding tests were taken from the unload-reload

loops (Table 2.8) because its stress path is similar to that of a holding test.

The s. values needed were based on a Simplex interpretation of the perfect

tests (Table 2.6). The ts0 was taken as the time when the pore pressure in

the holding test reached an average value. The results show that for the

same type of soil and stress history (Tables 2.8) the clh values from strain con-

trolled tests are approximately three to four times those of stress controlled

tests. On the other hand, the ch values from stress controlled tests are very

close to those of virgin loading as determined in horizontal oedometer tests

(Table 2.4).

2.5 Conclusions

1. Uniform and reproducible samples of cohesive soil can be prepared using

the calibration chamber system. The results of model pressuremeter tests

performed in the chamber were quite repeatable.

2. Because of the small size of the model pressuremeter probe, significant

drainage occurred during the pressuremeter tests, which resulted in con-

ditions closer to drained than undrained.

3. The undrained shear strengths derived from model pressurenicter tests

with strain rates between 0.1 and 0.73%/minute agree very vell with the'

plane strain shear strengths predicted using the Prevost (1979) pro-

cedures and the corresponding triaxial test results. A higher pressureme-

ter expansion rate results in a greater initial pressure increase; however,

the limit pressures were found to be relatively insensitive to strain rate.

Thus, the derived initial shear moduli increase with strain rate.
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4. The maximum principal stress difference initially decreases with strain

rate, but after reaching a minimum value, it increases with strain rate.

The soil stress strain relationship becomes increasingly strain softening at

higher strain rates. This is probably why even high quality self boring

pressuremeter tests yield very high peak shear strengths with subsequent

large strain softening.

5. Stress disturbance, either by overstressing or understressing the soil

around the probe, appears to affect only the early part of the pressureme-

ter curve. This does, however, result in a significant variation of the

lateral earth pressure and initial shear modulus. These variations in turn

affect the interpretation of the undrained shear strength.

6. The initial shear moduli are very sensitive to strain rate, stress distur-

bance, and the method of interpretation. Therefore, it is suggested that

for practical applications, the pressuremeter not be used to determine

this soil property.

7. Both the pore pressure distribution at the end of probe expansion and the

shear modulus as determined from unload-reload loops are not sensitive

to stress disturbance occurring prior to the test.

8. The coeflicient of horizontal consolidation cL determined from stress con-

trolled holding tests with probe pressure exceeding the lateral preconsoli-

dation pressure agrees well with those obtained from virgin loading in

oedometer tests. However, strain controlled holding tests tends to overes-

tirnate ch by three to four times.
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CHAPTER 3

CUBOIDAL SHEAR TESTING

Conventional triaxial testing is always associated with two equal princi-

pal stresses while the third one, being different from the other two, provides

the principal stress difference. Such an axisymmetric loading situation is not

so common in practice. To model the behavior of a soil element under more

realistic loading conditions, it is desirable to have means of applying threc

independently controlled principal stresses. For this purpose, a cuboidal shear

device, also called a true triaxial device, was developed.

This device was used to study the effects of anisotropy and stress path on

undrained shear strength and pore pressure development. A slurry consoli-

dometer was used to prepare 102 mm cubical specimens. An overall view of

the entire testing arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.1. The design concepts and

the relevant details of the cuboidal shear device, slurry consolidometer, and

the appurtenant components are described first. Then the test program is

presented, followed by a discussion of the results.

3.1 Description of the Cuboidal Shear Device and Appurtenant Com-

ponents

3.1.1 Cuboidal Shear Device

The first cuboidal shear device was developed by Kjellnan (1936). Its

use, especially as a research tool, has increased markedly since the 1960s. The

devices differ from each other mainly in the specimen dimensions and boIi(i-

dary conditions. The device dvveloped in this research is a Ilexildh bou d:irv
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Figure 3.1 Cuboidal Shear Device, Control Board, and Dia Acquisition
System
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type, in which the specimen "floats" betw(,en six sillcone rubber membranes.

The specimen is loaded by compressed air applied to these membranes. Fric-

tion between the membranes and the specimen is minimized by the applica-

tion of a thin coating of silicone oil on the surface of the membranes. Assurn-

ing the absence of friction between the membrane and the soil specirri, the

three pairs of orthogonal stresses can be assumed to be the principal stresses.

An isometric view of the device is shown in Fig. 3.2.

Linear variable differential transformers (LI)Ts) with sensitivities of 1.6

volt/mim were used to measure the deformation of each sid( of the specirneii.

One side has three LVDTs while the other fix-e sides have one each. Thc

LVDTs are contained in a cylindrical casing. their leads are taken out

through the end cap to an A/D convertor, the DASII-8 board.

The cylindrical casings on opposite sides of the cube are connected to

each other and to the air pressure source. Thus, equal pressure is assured on

the opposite sides of the specimen. One of the two casings of all three direc-

tions has a pressure transducer at the end cap to measure the applied pres-

sure. A diagonal port was drilled through the corner of the space frame

towards the center of the cube to provide for pore pressure measurements

using locally made "needle" piezometers (Fig. 3.3).

The silicone rubber membranes were made of RTV 66.1 silicone rubber

compound (General Electric Company) by a procedure developed in this

research. Drainage ports were provided at two diagonally opposite corners of

the space frarie to allow for back pressure and drainage.

3.1.2 Slurry Consolidometer

A slurry consolidometer made of plexiglass was constructed for the

preparation of undisturbed specimewis se,(vl('metd( and consolidiated undcr IK

Mai
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conditions. An isometric view of the slurry consolidomreter is giveln ill Fig. 3.1.

To reduce the consolidation time, drainage is provided at the top and botton,

of the specimen. A detailed mechanical description of the consolidorr.ter is

given in Sivakugan (1987).

3.1.3 Control Board

The control board comprises the servo control system arid the controls

for flushing, back pressuring, and saturation of the specimen. Air pressure

regulators, pressure gages, solenoid valves, saturation tank, drainage burette,

and necessary valves and assorted fittings make up the control board.

The servo control system was used in K. consolidation and strain con-

trolled loading. Its salient features are described in Sivakugan (1987). In the

servo control system developed in this research, both normally opened and

normally closed, AC-operated two way solenoid valves were used. The

schematic diagram of the servo control system is shown in Fig. 3.5. The valves

were activated or deactivated through a double-pole-double-throw relay out-

put accessory board (Model ERB-24, Metrabyte Corporation). The relay out-

put board in turn was operated by a 24 bit parallel digital I/O interface

board (Model 111O12, Metrabyte Corporation), which occupies one of the five

expansion slots of an IBM PC. The 24 bit parallel digital 1/O interface was

driven by programs written in BASIC.

One of the four diagonal ports in the space frame is allocated for flushing

operations. Two other diagonal ports provide for drainage through spaghetti

tubing. The last one is for pore pressure measurement using a needle piezonie-

ter. A lexan burette, capable of withstanding 1500 kl~a, collects the drained

water during consolidation and provides the air-water interface for back pres-

sure application.
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Figure 3.4 Isometric View of Slurry Consolidometer
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3.1.4 Data Acquisition System

An eight channel high speed A/]) convertor and timer-counter interface

(Model DASII-8, Metrabyte Corporation) was used for automatic data acquisi-

tion. Since there were more than eight channels of measurements, analog

input expansion sub-multiplexers (Model EXP-16, Metrabyte Corporatlon)

were required. An 8253 programmable counter-timer in the DASll-8 board

provides periodic interrupts for the A/I) convertor. A schematic diaigrarn of

the hardware interfacing is given in Fig. 3.6. The software for data acquisitio1

was written in BASIC. All necessary routires for data acquisitiori and control

are included in an interactivV aid user friendly program I)AT..('(0.

3.2 Experimental Program and Test Results

Cuboidal shear speCinelis werc sedinient(d and consolida td fronr a

slurry in the consolidor(ter. Then they were extruded and reconsolida,-,

hydrostatically or non-hydrostatlcally to a higher stress lhvel in lih cuhiti

shear device. At the end of consolidationi, stress paths sirnulatitlg a],I

compression and lateral compression \.ere applied undvr undraii,.d coI W h ,.>.

All the tests reported herein are stress controlled. 'Iherefort po.,'i , stra,1

softening could not be observed . (vrlieless, the soils studld Ni! r( of \t r

low sensitivity, arid thus significant strain softening ffrcts %r nol c\p. (fd.

A brief description of eaci stage" of tthe testing prograni. the uxp,, rim( w, n- r-

formed, test results, and ttc analysis arc pre. ented Full d lail> ar(

available in Sivakugan (1987).

3.2.1 Slurry Preparation

The slurry was mixed using deionized and deaired water to a %ater con-

tent of 2 to 2.5 lines the liquid lin ,il ini a Ilarge, )atch, suilicieit for 10 to 1 :,

...-..'...~~~~%-..' , -. ".,• " , -,- " ,
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specimens, in a Pat terson-Kelley dual barrel mixer. During th, last f'(

minutes of mixing, samples for water content were taken at three diflerent

times. They were found to vary + 0.5%. To reduce friction, silicone oil was

applied to the inner walls of the consolidonieter and the lower chamber was

lined with teflon. The porous stones were boiled in deionized water to remove

any entrapped air. Filter papers (102 mm square, Whatmuan No. 1) were used

on both porous stones. The slurry was deaired under a vacuum of 500 (1Tn1

mercury for about 6 hours, and was poured into the consolidometer.

3.2.2 Slurry Consolidation

To avoid slurry being squeezed out between the walls ajd piston) seal, the

first increment applied was always very low, for example 10 to 20 k1'a. All

specimens were consolidated to about 170 kl'a, applied in two equal iltcre-

ments, in the slurry consolidometer. The lower chamber of the consolidometer

was dimensioned such that the extruded specimen was exactly 102 nin on

each side. Thus no trimming was required prior to insertion into the cuboidal

shear device. A hydraulic jack with a 102 mmin square teflon piston was used

to extrude the specimen. The teflon lined lower chamber, application of sil-

icone oil, and the teflon piston served to reduce the friction. The consolidated

cake from the upper chamber was used in oedomieter tests to study the (direc-

tional variation of compressibility and consolidation characteristics.

3.2.3 Seating the Specimen in the Space Frame

Silicon( oil was applied to tile space fraime and the membranes. The

extruded specinin with filter paper on each side was placed at the center of

the space framie. To prevent air bubbles entering the needle piezometer, the

needle and the attached fittings were fluslied with water and capped by the
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transducer when fully saturated1. Th1en the 1(ed 1t was Iw'(.rI ed t hrouigh a

diagonal port into a bottorn corner of the sp(cimen(1.

3.2.4 Flushing and Back Pressure Saturation

All specimens were flushed with a low hetad of about 10) kl),i at tl air-

water interface under an all around confining pressure of ab~out 2.7' to 30 klI'a.

Back pressure was increased in increments until it reacled about .5 kl'a.

and it was maintained for 24 hours before consolidait 301 was, startfed. Thea

difference between the all around cell pressure anid back prcessurc wa aiim-

tamned at 25 to 30 kPa throughout the saturationi process. At Owh enld of

sat uration, a B-parameter check gave values great ,r thiiii ).9Dt) iti all

The applied back pressure was mnaintained throughout coiisoiidation and

shearing.

3.2.5 Consolidation in the Cuboidal Shear Device

After ensuring full saturation, the specimen was consolidated isot ropi-

cally or anisotropically to stresses higher than during slurry consolidation.

This obscured any effects of friction) and disturbance encountered previously.

The onie dimensional consolidation was carried out withl s(*r\vo comit rol. Thel

,low\ chart for this process is shown in Fig. 3.7.

The filter paper on all six sides of the specimeni allows., drainage- ill both

the horizonital and vertical directions. This redutces, the timec r(jlir((l for coni-

solidation. The deformation-time curves (e.g., F-ig. 3.8) Were vcry sitmiilar inl

shape- to those from oedomeI(ter tests, except that ev is larger due to adlditionlal

drainage taking place horizontally. Fo(r norimalIly consolidated kaolizitep. the

average value of cv was 30x]0-4 cm 2 /s in oedometer test~s arid 60x10- cin /S

in thle cuiboidl shear test.s.
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3.2.6 Undrained Shear

All specimens were sheared under undrained conditions with stress con-

trolled loading. The loading rate was about 15 to 2() kPa applied every 15

minutes. The strain rate was chosen such that failure occurs in about 3 hours.

3.2.7 Experimental Program

All tests were performed on normally consolidated specimens. Two

different stress paths, axial compression and lateral compression, were applied

to isotropically or anisotropically consolidated kaolinite and K50 specimens

under undrained conditions. Five tests on K50 and four tests on kaolinite

were performed. The experimental results are given in Table 3.1 and 3.2.

AC refers to axial compression tests where the major principal stress acts

vertically throughout the entire test. The other two total principal stresses

during loading remained the same as they were at the end of consolidation

and they were maintained equal throughout the test. This series of tests is

similar to conventional CIUC and CKoUC tests.

LC refers to lateral compression tests where the applied load during

shear was increased horizontally in one direction. The other two total princi-

pal stresses remained tie, sallie as they were at the end of consolidation. This

is different from lateral compression tests performed in triaxial cells where

two of the principal stresses are always equal.

The interpretation of the cuboidal shear test is quite simple and straight-

forward. The displacements, principal stresses, and pore pressures are stored

on diskettes throughout the entire test. From the displacements and original

dimensions of the specimen, the strains can be computed. By neglecting the I
friction on the faces, it can be assumed that the normal stresses and strains
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Table 3.1 Cuboidal Shear Test Results for Kaolinite

Test Af - M
(kPa) all (deg)

CRJC-AC1 259.9 1.15 0.29 26.9 1.07

CIUC-LC1 275.8 1.04 0.29 25.1 0.99

CK0 UC-AC1 275.8 1.03 0.27 24.2 0.95

CKOUC-LC1 275.8 0.82 0.29 43.9 1.79

Table 3.2 Cuboidal Shear Test Results for K50

cv~c

Test Af M
(kPa) Olv (deg)

CIUC-ACI 331.0 1.06 0.34 31.9 1.28

CIUC-AC2 282.7 1.07 0.34 32.2 1.30

CIUC-LCl 282.7 1.11 0.32 32.4 1.30

CKUC-AC 235.8 1.05 0.32 29.1 1.18

CKOUC-LC 238.6 0.75 0.29 42.9 1.76
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on the sides of the specinwii are prin cipal coliiponeilts of the stress aid strain

tensors.

Stress Path Followed in the Tests

Four different stress paths, CIUC-AC, ClUC-LC, CKUC-AC, arid

CKoUC-LC, were applied to the kaolinite and K50 specimens. The isotropic or

anisotropic consolidation and undrained shear were carried out as described

before. The parameter obtained for kaolinite and K50 are given in Tables 3.1

and 3.2 respectively.

Undrained Strength Anisotropy

Undrained strength anisotropy consists of two major components. On(- is

inherent anisotrop., which occurs due to preferred particle arrangeieiit dur-

ing sedimentit ion. Particles are oriented iin such a way that their long axis is

perpendicular to the major principal stress during deposition. Therefore the

fabric is not identical in all directions. The other component is stress induced

anisotropy which is caused by the anisotropic state of stress at the end of

consolidation. Inherent anisotropy means that the fabric is anisotropic and

the soil behaves anisotropically even if the initial stress state is isotropic.

Stress induced anisot ropv means that the soil behaves anisotropicallv depend-

ing on the direction of loading due to its initial anisotropic stress state ev( if

the soil properties such as c anid , are isotropic.

To quantify undrained strength anisotropy, several techniques have been

proposed by previous researchers (Aas, 1965; l)uncan and Seed, 1966: Lo and

Morin, 1072; Berre and 1,jerrum, 1973; Krishnamurthy, et a., 1980; Nakase

and Kamei, 1986). In the experimental program described herein, the speci-

men is never rotated. The axis reuai:iiui. vertical during consolid:itioi aind
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shear. Anisotropy is measured by the ratio of the undrained shear strength of

a horizontally loaded specimen to the undrained strength of a vertically

loaded replicate specimen. The anisotropy with respect to compressibility and

consolidation characteristics are also studied. The results are given in Tables

3.3 and 3.4.

3.3 Analysis

For axial compression of isotropically or K. consolidated specimens, nor-

malized undrained shear strength and , were considerably greater for K50

than kaolinite. Skemptoi's Ar was about the same for both soils.

For kaolinite and K50, the parameters obtained from CIUC-AC and

CIUC-LC tests were essentially the same (Tables 3.1 and 3.2) and the stress

paths follomed during the tests were similar. Therefore, upon isotropic consoli-

dation, the direction of loading did not have any impact on the subsequent

behavior during shear. In other words, inherent anisotropy of the soil fabric

was insignificant for both soils.

Nevertheless, even for soils which are isotropic with respect to the initial

fabric, shear strength will depend to a large extent on the stress path followed

during shear. D)epending on where the effective stress path intersects the

failur( evlelopu, dilleCrent values will be observed for shear strength. For

example, in triaxial compression tests (CIUC-AC and CK,,'C-AC tests in

cuboidal shear device), while both the total horizontal principal stresses are

maintained constant, the total vertical principal stress is increased to failure.

In a pressurerneter test, the total vertical stress remains constant while the

two horizontal principal stresses vary, one increasing an(l the other decreasing

by the same amount. Even if the soil is isotropic and consolidated to the sane

stress level, the effective stress paths in the pressurenivter test and triaxial
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Table 3.3 Compressibility and Consolidation Characteristics

Vertical specimen Horizontal specimen

Soil c, )(101 c, x10,
cc Cr cc Cr

cm 2/S cm 2 /S

Kaolinite 0.35 0.054 10-20 0.24 0.073 20-40

KS0 0.22 0.022 15-40 0.19 0.022 15-40

Table 3.4 Measures of Anisotropy

Soil H (rI vH

(Cc)v (Cr)v (cj)v

Kaolinite 0.68 1.35 2.0 1.00 (CIUC)

1.07 (CKUC)

K50 0.88 1.00 1.00 0.94 (CI1JC)

0.91 (C]( 0 UC)
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compression test would be quite differenjt.

For both soils, a significant increase in 6, was observed for lateral loading

of one dimensionally consolidated specimens (Figs. 3.9 and 3.10). This indi-

cates that the failure envelopes in the field would not be the same for horizon-

tal and vertical loading. Saada and Bianchini (1975) tested three K,, collsoli-

dated clays under different stress paths in a hollow cylinder apparatus. They

reported much higher values for 0, in extension than in compression for all

three clays. The difference was as high as 23 °' for one of the clays, which is of

the same order as in the case of kaolinite and K50 observed in the prus(Jit

study. In other words, the failure envelope is not unique, and it depends on

the direction of loading. It is necessary to use the appropriate to the load-

ing situation.

At the end of one dimensional consolidation, T, = r ry = K o (T,. Here,

subscripts x and y refer to the horizontal directions and z refers to the verti-

cal direction. During vertical loading (i. e., CKoUC-AC), crx and (y remain the

same as they were at the end of consolidation; c7, is increased until failure

occurs. The major principal stress acts in the same direction, vertically, dur-

ing consolidation and shear. At the end of consolidation itself the specimeni is

subjected to a shear stress. Therefore, when loaded in the sarne direction.

very few increments are required to reach failure. During horizontal loading (i.

e., CKOUC-LC). -,( and i7 rem:ain) the same as they were at the end of consoli-

dation, and ey is increased until failure occurs. During the initial stages of

loading, cry is the intermediate principal stress. Upon further increase, cry

exceeds (T., and thereafter becomes the major principal stress until failure

occurs. In this case rotation of principal stresses takes place.

The normaliz.d shear strength was about th(, same for CK,,1.C-AC and

_to

N - ' *
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Figure 3.9 Mohr Circles for CK OUC-AC and CK 0 UC-LC for Kaolinite
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Figure 3.10 Mohr Circles for CK 0 UC-AC and CK 0 UC-LC for K50
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CKoUC-LC tests (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). Therefore, for replicate specimens con-

solidated to the same stress level, the Mohr circles at failure in terms of total

stresses are about the same. The total stress increase (_cr) required to cause

failure is considerably greater for horizontal loading, mainly due to principal

stress rotation. Al was slightly less, but of the same order, for horizontal load-

ing. Therefore, excess pore pressure at failure was considerably greater for

horizontal loading. This shifts the Mohr circle in terms of effective stresses for

CKoUC-LC tests more to the left and the failure envelope becomes steeper.

The marked increase in C,, or in other words a steeper failure envelope, for

horizontal loading contributes greatly to the consistent overestimation of

undrained shear strength in pressuremeter testing.

The compression index (Cc), recompression index (Cr), and coefficient of

consolidation (c, for normally consolidated specimens in the stress range of

200 to 700 kPa ) of hori2ontally and vertically trimmed specimens of kaolinite

and K50 given in Table 3.3 show that compressibility and consolidation

parameters appear to be more anisotropic for kaolinite than for K50 (Table

3.4). In terms of undrained shear strength, the anisotropy was less prominent

for both soils.

3.4 Summary

Jsotropica)ly or anisot-ropically consolidated specimens were loaded hor-

izontally or vertically under undrained conditions in a cuboidal shear device.

A significantly larger was observed when the loading was horizontal in

direction, which is the case in pressurerneter testing. The steeper failure

envelope can contribute significantly to the observed overestimation of the

undrained shear strength in the T)ressuretnieter testing in clays when compared

to laboratory test results.
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CHAPTER 4

INTERPRETATION OF PRESSUREMETER TEST RESULTS

A new interpretation echniquc to evaluate stress-strain and strength

relationships from pressuremeter test data has been developed in the research.

It uses the Simplex curve fitting algorithm, and essentially all the existing

interpretation methods call be included in the algorithm.

4.1 Interpretation by Curve Fitting:

The currently available pressuremeter interpretation procedures (a

detailed review is given in the dissertation by Iluang. 1986) can be categorized

as either by derivatives (Group 1) or by curve fitting (Group 2). Taking

derivatives from data points either numerically or manually, is subject to

large scatter (Ladd, et al., 1980; Battaglio, et al., 1981). In order to minimize

the "noise", some type of curve fitting procedure is often employed. Thus in

this case, methods of Group 1 become essentially the same as the methods in

Group 2. The curve fitting methods differ from each other by the assumed

function(s) for the soil T-( relationship and the techniques used for curve

fitting. In the methods by Prevost and l oeg (1975) and Arnold (1980), a sin-

gle continuous function is assumed fer the (T-( relationship, and curve fitting

can be performed with a conventional least-squares algorithm. However, in

the Gibson and Anderson (1961) and Denby (1978) procedures, two different

(7-( functions are used for the pre- and post-peak strain data points. The

least-squares algorithm is not well suited for these procedures. This is prob-

ably one of tile reasons these authors suggst that manual graphical curve
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fitting techniques be used, even though such procedures are time consuiiing

and rather operator dependent. The purpose of all the methods is to derive

soil aT-c and strength parameters from the predicted cavity expansion curve

'which best fits the data points. If a "universal" numerical algorithm could be

used, then all the existing interpretation methods would differ only by the

assumptions made for the soil a-c behavior, e.g. elasto-plastic, hyperbolic, etc.

Errors and problems associated with the differences in curve fitting techniques

would thus be eliminated. The Simplex algorithm is proposed herein as the'

curve fitting algorithm for this purpose.

4.2 Curve Fitting by The Simplex Algorithm:

The Simplex algorithm has been used extensively as an optimization tool

in linear programming (Kreko, 1968). Caceci and Cacheris (198.1) described

the application of the Simplex algorithm to curve fitting. Consider a set of N

data points (x, Y,) to be fitted by a series of functions f,(x) as shown in Fig.

4.1. The coeflicients of the functions and the x values where the functions

f,(x) and f(x) intersect are the variables to be optimized. The purpose of

the optimization is to determine a set of variables which correspond to th(

lowest suni of the squares of residuals, SSR, defined as:

s8 = \N'(f,(x,)-y.) 2 + w(f 2(x,)-y) -)2

N
+... \ NV,(fk(Xj-y) 2  (..1

where the W,s are we.ighting factors (optional), and N is the total nunwr of

data points.

*5,
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(x1 .y1 )

x

Figure 4.1 Data points fitted to a series of functions.
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The basic concept is to consider each set of M variables as a vector in a

space of dimension M (M is the total number of variables to be optimized, i.e.

coefficients of the functions and the x values as stated above). The vector is

called a vertex and a Simplex is a geometrical figure which consists of X1 + 1

vertexes. For example, if a set of data points is to be fitted to a hyperbolic

function:

y - (4.2)
a+x

The coefficients a and b must be optimized. The total number of variables to

be optimized is 2 (M = 2) and the Simplex is a triangle (M + 1 = 3) in a two

dimensional space (Fig. 4.2). The optimization starts by arbitrarily assigning

values to the M + 1 vertexes. To reach the lowest SSR, the Simplex is moved

according to the following rules: (1) Find the vertexes with the highest

(worst) and lowest (best) SSR; and (2) Replace the worst vertex by another

one determined according to one of four mechanisms: reflection, expansion,

contraction, and shrinkage (Figure 4.2). Details on these rules are given else-

where (Huang, Chameau and Holtz, 1986).

In the interpretation of PM'F results when using curve fitting methods,

the general procedure is to express the assumed 7-f relationship as a function

(or a set of functions):

(' -e) = f,( ) for 0 (r <

............... (4.3)

( o- ) = f(t) for < <,[ r
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B

E

W

: d A

A: Third Vertex R: Reflected Vertex

B: Best Vertex E: Expanded Vertex

C: Center of AB T: Contracted Vertex

W: Worst Vertex S: Shrunk Vertex

b

Figure 4.2 A two dimensional Simplex and its optimization
mechanisms.
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Then Eq. 4.3 is integrated to satisfy the boundary conditions and obtain a

function (or a series of functions) of probe pressure Pr versus radial strain at

the probe boundary, cro:

Pr ---- f(ro) for 0 < (ro : ti

(4.4)

Pr = f (ero) for n-I < co < c.

The interpretation of PMT data can then be performed by curve fitting Eq.

4.4 to the data points. The best vertex at the end of the Simplex optimiza-

tion yields the coefficients of Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4. The specific functions and

parameters to be optimized depend only on the choice of the ar-f relationship.

These functions and parameters are listed in Table 4.1 for four common

interpretation techniques.

A program called HSIMPLE was written on a personal computer to per-

form the Simplex optimization. The user can select any or all of the four

methods in Table 4.1 to interpret -pressuremeter data using the Simplex

optimization. Other (T-( functions, such as Ramberg-Osgood (Desai and Chris-

tian, 1977) can also be included in the program.

Fig. 4.3 shows the data points and the probe expansion curves plotted

using the functions determined by l-S1MiPLE for test CP12 of our experimen-

tal program. Also shown in Fig. 4.3 are the plots of principal stress difference

( r r - To) versus radial strain. Table 4.2 shows the various parameters

obtained for test CP12. Except for Arnold's (1981) method, the derived

undrained shear strengths agreed within 6%. The standard deviations shown

in Table 4.2 indicate how close the curve fitting is. They range from 2.42 to
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Table 4.1 Functions and parameters to be optimized.

Method Prosanmter funcu Sod 6--d huh1iona Paraier to be

Arnold (1981) P, b, 0 b, Qa. b

Denby (1978) P, In. I+Q +ZG) 2&, G ' .

I. 1/2 , I /j

for 0 k1. orO4AC 6 , 1

20 -. k) r2GAi - X)e

+ -1 -L nbA

for 40 1

_________APvost AHoql - r- in(b+C 2a bi + i a. b, C. e
(1975) (strain P, - ph + - 3 a's(f FCgZ)

lai -J1 2332~

-2

Peot& Hot& P +- In d + 1a, 2 £k

bardenina)

Gsbson & P,a, + 2 Go a, - a#- 4G
Anderson (1%1) forO0 4C1o r/2G forO0 E , 1C t/2G

2t4 a, -.0 ,- 2T.
P-Ob +1 +t In -L -(~a'J for 4 > t/2G

(fo &,0 > rd/2G________________ ___________

Table 4.2 Parameters Derived from Test CPI2.

METHOD S Pmt G1 frf STANDARD DEViATION

(kPa) (kPa) % (kPa)

ARNOLD 73 10340 1.40 5.0

DENBY 58 14250 0.53 2.4

GIBSON AND 61 9300 0.33 2.6
ANDERSON

PREVOSTI) 62 13600 0.78 2.5
AND HOEG

(a) strain sioftening function
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4.98 kPa with the worst value corresponding to Arnold's method. With a

total pressure range on the order of 300 kPa in this particular test, these

standard deviations represent a possible error of 0.8% to 1.7% in the curve

fitting. However, it should be kept in mind that the closeness of curve fitting

for different methods may vary from test to test depending on how well the

assumed cr- relationship agrees with the in situ soil behavior.

The Simplex algorithm can provide an objective means for identifying the

most appropriate interpretation technique for a particular test. The fitted

curve can be selected which gives the minimum standard deviation. For th(

example in Fig. 4.3, Denby's (1978) method appears to be the most appropri-

ate one with a standard deviation of 2.42 kPa, but for this particular test the

Gibson and Anderson (1961) and Prevost and Hoeg (1975) methods are also

very good.

All chamber pressuremeter test results presented in this report were

interpreted using HSIMPLE. The technique can be adopted with minor

modification for tests performed in situ. The differences between the results

from HSIMPLE are entirely due to the (a r - (7p) relationships assumed in the

method selected. Systematic errors which may be caused by different curve

fitting techniques are therefore eliminated. Any interpretation technique c:1

be incorporated within this scheme. For example the modification to thc

Prevost-lhovg method described in the next chapter will be added to tli pro-

gran in the future.
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CHAPTER S

EFFECT OF DISTURBANCE

6.1 Introduction

During the boring process prior to a pressuremeter test, an annulus of

soil around the borehole is softened, the strength of the soil in this annulus is

reduced, and initial unloading of the soil may occur. Tile degree of softening

depends on the sensitivity of the soil. The paradoxical effect of tile presence

of such a softened soil is to predict from the pressurerneter expansion curve

an undrained strength larger than actually exists in situ (Baguelin, et al.

1978).

In this research, parametric studies were performed to evaluate the effect

of a disturbed annulus, including initial unloading, in more detail. These stu-

dies were based on: (1) an analytical technique to predict pressuremeter

expansion curves based on the strain path method and an anisotropic elastic-

plastic soil model; and (2) a fitting technique to determine stress-strain curves

from pressuremeter expansion curves. These two techniques are summarized

first and their validity assessed from experimental results. Then, the results of

the parametric studies are described. Experimental work which shows the

potential of pore size distribution to determine the extent of disturbance is

also presented.

6.2 Prediction of Pressuremneter Expansion Curve

It is assumed that the pressurerneter is very long so that the expansion

takes place under axisytnVtric, plane strain conditions. The cavity expansion
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problem can be solved analytically if the soil is assumed to bc elastic-perfectly

plastic (Gibson and Anderson, 1961). However, when more sophisticated con-

stitutive models are used to represent the soil behavior, numerical methods

are required (e.g. Carter, et al., 1979). In this research, the Prevost model

(1978) was chosen to represent the soil behavior.

The pressurerneter expansion curve is usually expressed as a relatiornship

between the radial stress and the radial strain at the cavity boundary. If the

constitutive model representing the soil behavior is known, then it is possible

to calculate the strains knowing the applied stresses, and vice versa. Since the.

expansion of the pressuremeter is assumed to take place under axisvriinletri.,

plane strain conditions, the strain field around the pressuremeter is fully

defined in terms of the radial strain at the cavity wall. Therefore, it is coil-

venient to calculate the stresses using the known strains. The followving steps

describe the method (Baligh, 1985) used to calculate the radial stress at the

cavity boundary:

1. Calculate the incremental strains at selected points along a radial line;

2. Estimate initial stresses;

3. Compute the deviatoric stresses using a constitutive model:

4. Compute the total stresses from equilibrium coniditions.

The four steps of the strain path method described above were incor-

porated into a computer program to analyze the expansion of a cylindrical

cavity with a thin remolded annulus around it. A detailed description of tle

features of the program can be found in Prapaharan (1987).

The constitutive model ('rcvost, 1978) used in this study can describe

the anisotropic, elastic-plastic, path dep'lde,nnt, stress-strain behavior of cl:i ,v
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under undrained conditions. The model combines propertics of isotropic and

kinematic plasticity by introducing the concept of a field of plastic inoduli

which is defined in stress space by the relative configuration of yield surfaces.

For any loading history, the instantaneous configuration is determined by cal-

culating the translation and contraction (or expansion) of each yield surface.

The model parameters required to characterize the behavior of any given clay

can be derived entirely from conventional triaxial compression and extension

test results. A detailed description of the model and the derivationi of mode.l

parameters were given by Prapaharan (1987).

5.3 Determination of Stress-Strain Curve from Expansion Curve

The basic equation used in the interpretation method was derived

independently by Baguelin, et al. (1972), Ladanyi (1972), and Palier (1972),

and is given by:

7 ( - e)(2 + ~d 51
2 dP

where, 7 shear stress

f circumferential strain at the cavity boundary

P = pressure at strain, f

For small stTaiT)s Eq. 5.1 can b reduced to:

d('

'h stress-strain curve call be derived using Lq. 5.1 if the slope of thli

pressurerneter expansion curve (dl'/dt) is knowi. II the past, atteuiipts to cal-

culate the slope graphically produced considerablh scatter in the derived

stress-strain curve. As a result, efforts were nmade to fit the pressureinat('r

expansion curve with curve fitting functions. Anong the curve fitting eqlil'-

tions which Aiere corsidere(l (1 ralpa harail. 19,S7) hlie nodified )rvosi-1lo, ,

- ,
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equation (Ladd, et al., 1980) was the most promising since it can closely fit a

curve and has a theoretical background. Nevertheless, it was found that it

does not fit theoretical pressuremeter expansion curves with suffirient accu-

racy. Thus, we improved the Prevost-Hoeg equation to obtain a better fit for

the theoretical pressuremeter expansion curves used in this study. The follow-

ing equation is proposed:

P - P0 = A In(1 + ( 2) + B(ta it (t + F)- ta, ,l,) (5.3)

The corresponding stress-stress strain relationship is:

( r - = ( + t)(2 + c) 2A ' + ,1,' (' -4- j (5.')1 + ( +(( + )2 t

where, is a small number. A value of 0.01 can be used for to obtain an ini-

tial modulus comparable to those obtained with other curve fitting ninlthods.

Exclusion of Z in the above equation results in infinitely large initial modulus.

However, it is not desirable to use the initial modulus obtained by curve

fitting methods for practical applications, as it is very sensitive to the type of

equations used.

Evaluation of the Proposed Curve Fitting Equation -- The pro-

posed curve fitting equation was evaluated by compI~aring Ithe stress-strain

curve dcrived using the equation with that obtained by tu graplh'ical i method

(numerical subtangent method) and the modilfhd lrc\ost-llocg equation.

Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 show that the proposed equation describes closely the stress-

strain curve obtained by the numerical sub-tangent niiitliod whereas the

modified Prevost-Iloeg equation fails to predict the correct stress-strain curvc.

The Prevost-lloeg equation tends to give a flat post-peak response If'Ier a

sharp) pre-peak rise, an( also the curve ben(1s upwa rds at larg, str:tins if lq.

.' 1.~
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of stress-strain curves obtained
by curve fitting the theoretical pressuremeter
curves for 100% kaolin soil
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5.1 is used instead of Eq. 5.2.

5.4 Comparison to Experimental Results

The model described above was evaluated by comparing the predicted

pressuremeter expansion curves with that obtained experimentally using a

scale model pressuremeter in a calibration chamber (see Chapter 2 in this

report). Fig. 5.3 compares the pressuremeter expansion curves obtained

experimentally and that predicted theoretically for 50:50 mix of kaolin and

silt. The stress-strain curve derived from the pressurerneter expansion curve

is shown in Fig. 5.4. The stress-strain curves were obtained by the proposed

curve fitting technique (Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4).

The model predicts the pressuremieter expansion curve and stress-strain

curve reasonably well. The dilference between the experimental results and

the theoretical prediction is attributed to the following reasons, other than

the assumptions made in the model itself:

- The inability to obtain the same K o value in triaxial and calibration

chamber tests.

- The presence of shear stress on the pressuremneter membrane due to the

consolidation of soil around it.

Considering the. above limitations, it is believed that the proposed model

is reasonable enough to generale tyI)ical pressurenieter expansion curves, and

thus to study the effect of disturbance on pressureineter test results.

6.5 Disturbance Effects -- Parametric Study

The mithod d(s(:rib(d in the previous sections was used to analyze thc

effect of disturbar( on the magnitud, of tlie undrained strength derived from
p
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pressuremeter tests. The thickness of the disturbed annulus was estimated by

pore size distribution studies, and a hypothesis is presented to explain the

effect of disturbance on undrained strength and modulus.

Thickness of the Disturbed Annulus -- An attempt was made to

evaluate the use of pore size distribution studies to determine the extent of

the disturbed annulus. The measurement of pore size allows one to obtain a

quantitative measure of the fabric of soils. The fabric is likely to be different

between disturbed and intact soil. So by comparing fabric, the thickness of

the disturbed zone canI be estimated.

A 10 cm cube block sanmple was obtained by isotropically consolidating

kaolin in a true triaxial device (see Chapter 3 in this report). After consolida-

tion, the applied stresses were released, the sample was removed from the

apparatus and placed on a flat surface. A thin-walled stainless steel tube

(37.7 mm dia.) was inserted about 25 mm into the sample and rotated 5 times

to induce disturbance in the soil. Then, a wire cutter was used to cut 6 mrn

thick specimens from the soil surrounding the tube along the radial directions

for pore size distribution studies. The upper dissected portion of the sample

was then trimmed off, and the tube was pushed in another 25 mm and

rotated 15 times to cause more severe disturbance. Once again 6 mn thick

specimens were cut along radial directions.

"hc specimens cut from the block sample were then labeled and freeze

dried for pore size measurements. A detailed description of the freeze drying

method and of the mercury intrusion techniqu, used to find the pore size dis-

tribuion of the specimen have been presented by lPra paharan (1982).

The data from mercury porosinmetry is presented in the form of cumnula-

ti ve and differential pore size (list ribution i curves. W ith cunult:ni\ct
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distribution curves, the pore size distribution data are normally expressed in

terms of the cumulative volume of the pore space intruded as a function of

pore diameter. At a given diameter the volume intruded is normalized to

10ti, of the total pore volume and plotted against the logarithm of diameter.

The differential distribution curves are obtained by plotting the derivative of

the cumulative distribution curve against the pore diameter.

Figs. 5.5 through 5.8 show the cumulative and differential pore size distri-

bution curves for varying amounts of induced disturbance. The differential

distribution curves exhibit single modal characteristic. The effect of distur-

banzce is clearly seen in Fig. 5.8; the magnitude of the peak decreases and the

associated pore diameter increases with the distance frori the tube wall. This

trend is reasonable since, in other studies, disturbance was shown to decrease

the number of voids. The degree of disturbance caused by the rotation of the

tube decreases with distance from the tube wall. Comparison of Figs. 5.6 and

5.8 shows that the five rotations of the steel tube were riot sufficient to create

any significant disturbance, since the porosity density functions are essentially

unchanged.

Pore size distribution studies have the potential to provide estimiates of

the tizicknjes. of the disturbed annulus. For example, Fig. 5.8 indicates that

the disturbed annulus could be more than 64% of the radius of the cavity. It

is not possible to compare the thickness of the disturbed zone in the field to

that obtained in this study as the fabric, kind, and amount of disturbance are

diflerent in both cases. However, it has been demonstrated that pore size dis-

trilmtiion studies can be used as a tool to estimate the thickness of the dis-

turbed zone. The degree of disturbance is diflicult to establish at present. 'I'lie

previous studies con(icled at 'urdue lniversity (e.g., White, 9ls; Altsch:,efll

li
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and Lovell, 1983) have shown that compaction variables can be correlated

with pore size descriptors and strength parameters. Therefore, it is possible to

correlate pore size descriptors with strength parameters. If further research

can establish such a relationship, then it will be possible to predict the

strength and modulus of the soil in the disturbed annulus.

Parameters for Parametric Analysis -- Two different soils were used

in the parametric study: a) 100% Kaolin, and b) Boston Blue Clay. The triax-

ial compression and extension curves for Ko-consolidated Kaolin were

obtained by Huang (1986) and were presented in Chapter 2 of this report. The

stress-strain curves for resedirnented Ko-consolidated Boston Blue Clay were

obtained by Ladd and Varallyay (1965). The stress-strain curves for both soils

are shown in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10.

It is difficult to obtain the stress-strain curves for the disturbed soil

experimentally, as the kind and amount of disturbance caused by the pres-

suremeter installation is not known. However, it is known that disturbance

reduces the peak strength and increases the failure strain for brittle soils. For

ductile soils, the stress-strain curve for the disturbed soil falls under that for

undisturbed soils. The tangent modulus is reduced considerably for both soil

types regardless of the sensitivity (Bronis, 1980). The stress-strain curves for

the disturbed soils used in this study (Figs. 5.9 and 5.10) were selected based

on the above observat ions. Since the peak strength of the soil decreases with

disturbance, it was chosen as low as possible in order to produce a large error

in the undrained strength derived froi the pressurerneter expansion curve.

The effect of disturbance on extension test results is not known. It was

decided to use a stress-strain curve that falls well under that for undisturbed

soil.

"NAM
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The model parameters required to predict the pressuremeter exptansioJ

curves were derived from the triaxial compression and extension curves for the

intact and remolded soils.

Results and Discussion -- The pressuremeter expansion curves

predicted for kaolin with different thicknesses of disturbed zone are shown in

Fig. 5.11. The stress-strain curves derived from the pressuremeter expansion

curves shown in Fig. 5.11 are given in Fig. 5.12. The predicted undrained

strength increases with the thickness of the disturbed zone. The results for

Boston Blue Clay show trends similar to those observed for kaolin (Figs. 5.13

and 5.14).

The error in undrained strength and modulus due to the presence of a

disturbed annulus is plotted against the thickness of the annulus in Fig. 5.1."5

and 5.16 for both soils. The error is calculated with reference to the strength

and modulus values obtained for undisturbed soil. The modulus used in this

parametric study is the secant modulus at 50, of the peak stress level (i.e.

G50). If the thickness of the disturbed annulus is half the radius of the cav-

ity, then the undrained strength will be overestimated by 11-15%, and the

modulus will be underestimated by 40%f . It should be remembered that tlw

reference strength used to calculate the error is the undrained strength

derived from the pressuremeter expansion curve obtailnd for soils with no(,-

turb.d zorn.

For Boston Blue Clay, Fig. 5.17 (Ladd, et al., 1980) shows that tlt

undrained strength obtained from selfhoring pressurcincter tests exceeds the

SIIANSEP peak C(V) by as much as 100"'i and does not lie between th(

SIANSEA) curves except at rather shallo\% test elevations. It is ther'for(

appar(.i! from results giv'n in Flgs. 5.11 to 5.f. lhatt the presence of a (I-
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turbed annulus alone could not have resulted in such a large, error. 'I'lie other

possible factors which could significantly influence the results are strain rate,

partial drainage, and initial unloading of the soil. The elrect of strain rate

and partial drainage on undrained strength is discussed in Chapter 6, where it

is shown that the error due to strain rate effects could not be more than 15%-,

and that the pressuremeter curve and hence the derived undrained strength is

not affected significantly by partial drainage. Thus, it can be concluded that

initial unloading must be the critical effect.

The amount of the initial unloading is difficult to estimate as it depenrds

on the sensitivity of the soil, the cutter position in the cutting shoe. tle. (Ut-

ting rate, and the size of the cutting shoe relative to the probe rienbraiie. It

is difficult to show experimentally that initial unloading takes place during a

self boring pressuremeter test. A close examination of the results reported in

the literature reveals that the pressuremeter tests in highly anisotropic and

strain softening soils yield undrained strengths considerably larger than the

reference strengths (Prapaharan, 1987). The following hypothesis is proposed

to explain the high strengths obtained with the self boring pressureniieter in

these soils.

)uring the self ho,':ng process, the lateral stress in the soil elcinewt clo-zc

to the cutter shoe is reduced. If the resulting deformation exceeds the p(:tk

failure strain then plastic flow will occur. The soil that flows inito tl1 clltter

shoe will be removed by ti. water circulating through the probe. This

scerl:fio results in unloading of the soil at the cavity face thus reducing .he

lateral earth pressure. Furthermore, only a very small movement is l:(,teesary

to cause 1% strain in the element close to the probe (e.g. 0.4rni for Neil dia.

prole). It las been reported that a 20% reduction in lateral earth pressure,
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results in overestimation of undrained strength by 60-100'/'i (Benoit anld

Clough, 1986).

The effect of initial unloading on the pressuremeter test results call be

studied theoretically using the method described earlier in this chapter. Fig.

5.18 shows the pressuremeter curves for kaolin for initial unloading and sulbs.-

quent reloading, and Fig. 5.19 gives the respective stress-strain curves derived

from the pressuremeter curves in Fig. 5.18, assuming the unloaded state as

the initial state. The undrained strength increases with the amount of initi:al

unloading. Similar curves were obtained for Boston Blue Clay, and for vari-

ous thicknesses of disturbed annulus (Prapaharan, 1987).

The average values of error induced in the undrained strength and th(

modulus for both soils due to initial unloading are plotted versus the tli(k-

ness of the remolded annulus for various amounts of initial unloading in FigF.

5.20 and 5.21. These figures clearly illustrate the relative effects of initial

unloading and disturbance on both strength and modulus. For small amounts

of initial unloading (i.e. initial strain less than 0.1 to 0.2%), the renniolded

annulus has the strongest influence on strength estimates, however the error

in undrained strength will be less than 20%. For large amount of unloading.

the initial strain due to unloading overwhelms the effect of the rejoldcd

annulus, and the undrained strength can be overestimated by as much as

100%/ for an initial strain of 1%. The modulus, however, is aflhctd by the

size of the disturbed annulus as well as the amount of initial unloading, and

can be under estimated by as much as 40%.

Prevost (1979) suggested a method to correct the field pressurerneter

curve for initial unloading if the amount of initial unloading of the borehole is

known. However, it is not J)ossibhe in practice to know the amount of ili ti H

,E.
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unloading and also it will be differetit for dillerent soik. Furtherilore, tji

effect of stress relaxation also will have to be taken into consideration. It

appears that without fully understanding the influence of all th( factors

involved in the interpretation of test results, it may not be possibh, to usi th

current interpretation procedures for highly strain softening soils. At present,

it may be worthwhile to simply use an inteTrpr(.tation procedure based on lirnit

pressure (Baguelin, et al., 1978).

5.6 Conclusions

It has been shown that port. siz distribution analyses can Iprov'idli h(

means to estimate the size of the disturbed annulas around thw probt. It is

recommended that field samples be ohtained and a na lv zed with this tec huuiqu.

to study the extent of the disturbed zor in the fiid. The prem lice, of a

remolded annulus can result in an overestinationi of undrained strength by

15% and underestimation of modulus by 410 . lfot.%'evr, The unloading of tl

borehole due to drilling overwhelns, the efhct of the presence of a disturbed

annulus, and can result in overestimation of the undrained strength by as

much as 100%. The modulus, however, is. allcte-d by both the unloading and

the size of the disturbed annuluis. A hypothcsis is proioscd to ux\l~;tin thi

mechanism involved in the unloading of the soil during t h. self-boring proces

H ighly anisotropic and strain softelining soils are, sho'kn to hia'lbct iiosi bN

the disturbance (or initial onhJwi(g) c:iuse.d during th drillinrg proc(ss an(

therefore it is not advisabl v to use self-boring prtssurt-nivitr t.st in such soilk

with the currently available interpretation, procedures.

It is possible to correct the pressur. itit r expan.sion curve for the iit iai l

unloading if the amount of initial ma,:di ig is k io" n. Further rescarh i-

needed to establishl typical valuine or irili:ol ml,, n hi I, fwr dilliri wt li V anrid



diferetit drilling procdur', 1]ht d ,cript H lh of tht str;t im.,(oftuitaiii behav, i jor

of soils by the model needs improvemvrit, silct., at prt,4;4t it emiploys a curvt'

fitting technique to describe post-peak beha%ior. -urther, the model do,.. not

consider straina rate efTet.s. Sijce tiht stratin ratt ini a pr(!.suremettr test

varie's with the radius across the soil ma,-. it ,v b-lWicv'd that a straii Sl,aC

based coiistitutive model AouLd better a,'c',rrico dat, tOi strain rate eftf-CLS aS

well as thi post pea, behavior.
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CHAPTER 6

EFFECTS OF STRAIN RATE AND PARTIAL DRAINAGE

The strain rate used in the pressuremeter test is generally one to two

orders of magnitude larger than the strain rate used in ordinary laboratory

strength tests. Since the undrained strength increases with the strain rate, the

pressuremeter is bound to .vk Id a larger undrained strength. A reduction of

strain rate will result in drainagu during the Ltest. This chapter examines the

effects of strain rate and partial drainage on the undrained strength derived

from pressuremeter tests in clay. More detailed discussion on the derivation of

the equations used in this chapter can be found in I'rapaharan (1987).

6.1 Effect of Strain Rate

The effect of strain rate on undrained strength determined from pres-

suremeter test results using conventional interpretation methods was studied.

In this section, the kinematics of deformation are considered first, and the

radial stress at the cavity boundary is calculated by integrating the equili-

briun equation. Thenri an equation is derived to calculate the variation of

strain rate with distanc from the center of cavity. A relationship bet\wvvei

undrained strength and strain rate is proposed to be used in the analysis.

Finally, the results of a parametric study arc presented.

Cavity Expansion -- It, thi., analysis, it is assumed that the undrained

expansion of a cavity takes )lat( under conditions of plane strain and

axisymmetry. Tensile stresses are taken as positive. At. each point in the soil,

the principal directions are the' loc'al ra dia l, cir'umiferential, and axial direc-
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tions, and cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) are used. In the initial state, the

applied radial pressure, Po, is assumed to be equal to the initial in situ hor-

izontal stress, ab. Initially, the cavity radius is a., and a generic material

point in the soil located at a radial distance r-u is considered. When th(. cav-

ity radius increases from ao to ao+u 0 , this point moves from r-u to r. It can be

shown that the circumferential strain, fa, is given by the equation:

=- - u(2a+ u) (.)

and is positive. Since there is no volume change and the axial strain is zero,

the radial strain, fy is related to (, by:

(1 + (r)(1 + t ,)= 1 (6.2)

In the initial state, the radial anid circumferential stresses are equal and

uniform, and equal to the in situ horizontal stress, (Th. As the radius of the

hole is increased, the circumferential extension, cp, is positive and the radial

extension, fr, is negative. The corresponding shear strain induces a difference

between the circumferential and radial effective stresses (TO and r, a difference

which is a function of the difference in principal strains and therefore a func-

tion of co and the strain rate v (the majority of commonly available consiitu-

tive models do not consider the effect or strain rate and the modul used ill

Chapter 5 is no exception):

eT 0 = - (T0 = q(co, io) (6.3)

The radial equilibrium equation is:

/¢Prr 'r - (o+ -0
iir r

Subst ituting E'q. 6.3 into q. :;.

li
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='~ ] q((o, (0) (6Jr)
O'r r

As r tends to infinity, (r tends to ab, which is independent of time. At the

inside boundary, (, is equal to the applied pressure which is the measured

function, P, of the circumferential strain, f., at the cavity wall and strain

rate, io, for strain controlled expansion. Integrating Eq. 6.5 from infinity to

the cavity boundary at r=ao+u o yields:

P( 0 , o) - = J - - q(tp, #) dr (6.6)
r

The integration variable r can be eliminated from Eq. 6.6 usiing Eq. 6.1 (for

convenience of notation, (0 is replaced by in the following):

P( , o) - f q((, ;) d, (6.7)
oK f I--)2fc0

If the function q(f, i) is known, the above equation can be numerically

integrated to obtain the strain rate dependent pressureneter expansion curve.

In the conventional interpretation method, it is assumed that the stress-strain

curve is not affected by strain rate, i.e. q(c, ) = q((). Thus, differentiating Eq.

6.7 leads to:

which is same %.s the equation derived by Palmer (10p72). Eq. 6.8 cm)i bc hsed

to derive the stress-strain curve from the pressuremeter expansion curv'

obtained using Eq. 6.7, and the resulting curve can be compared wilh tl(

material stress-strain curve, q(c, i), which includes strain rate effects.
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Variation of Strain Rate within the Soil Mass -- The straii, rate can

be obtained by differentiating Eq. 6.1 with respect to time. It can be shown

(Prapaharan, 1987) that the strain rate is related to the strain by the follow-

ing equation:

(1+(,) c(2.0/

The above equation d scribes the variation of strain rate within the soil mass

for a given strain, f 0, and strain rate, o, at the cavity wall.

Variation of Undrained Strength with Strain Rate -- The

undrained shear strength has been shown experimentally to increase linearly

with the logarithm of strain rate (e.g. Bjerrum, 1972; Vaid and Campanella,

1977; Nakase and Kanici, 1986). All the results obtained by these researchers

are plotted in Fig. 6.1. In order to compare the results, the shear stresses

were normalized with respect to the shear stress at a strain rate of 0.01% per

min. It can be seen that the shear strength increases by 8-10% for a 10 fold

increase in strain rate. In this study, it was decided to use the relationship

shown in Fig. 6.1 (dashed line) to study the strain rate effect on pressuretcieter

test results. The upper yield strength is assumed to occur at a strain rate of

0.001% per min. It is believed that the chosen relationship is a ralistic one.,

and thus valuable insight can be gained about thc efletC of strain rat( oi

undrained strength derived fromn pressuremeter tests using con\vet iotial

interpretation methods.

The proposed relationship (l'ig. 6.1) between undrained strength and

strain rate can be expressed as:

qu - qa (I + NI log,o(U/a)) (6.1)

where, qu strength at straini rate

,,saw
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% = undrained strength at reference strain rate, a.

M = Slope of strength vs. logarithm of strain rate relationship.

The parametric study can be conducted for both strain hardening and

strain softening soils. The forms of the stress-strain curves that were used are

given below.

a) Strain Hardening

An hyperbolic relationship was used for strain hardening soils:

q q11 (6.1 ]a)
N+

where, q = ultimate strength

X = constant

b) Strain Softening

The stress-strain relationship of strain softening materials was

represented by the relationship proposed by Prevost and Hi'oeg (1975):

q = A ( (2 + () (6.11b)
1 + C( 2

where A, B, and C are constants. It can be shoun that the peak strain

-(B+'VIIIII C)/(, the slope at zero strain is A, and the residual strength

, is AB/C.

Conibining Lqs. 6.7, 6. 10, and 6.11a leads to:

q(1 + NI 1,g,,,(;/a)) (.12a)P (( , K) - "L = f l 6 .2

C (]+ )(2+,yied)
Combining Eqs. 6.7, 6.10, antd 6. 111) yields:
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' A(1+B) (I + Mlog1 °(/a))

P(. o) - +)(2+)(1+C 2 ) d (.12)

The strain rate, in Eqs. 6.12a and 6.121) is a function of strain, (, arid

can be calculated from Eq. 6.9. The mathematical formulation is now corn-

plete, and Eq. 6.12 can be numerically integrated to generate a pressureieter

expansion curve. The conventional interpretational method (Eq. 6.8) can be

used to derive the undrained strength from this pressuremeter expansion

curve.

Parameters for the Analysis -- In order to obtain th( pressurenet(,r

expansion curve from Eq. 6.12, the parameters qa, a, fo, NI, and the parame-

ters describing the stress-straii curves (.X, A, B, and C) are needed. The

Values assigned to these paranwNt rs are:

q- The derived stress-strain curve is normalized with respect to the reference

strength, q,. thus its absolute value is not needed in the analysis.

a - The reference strain rat( a is taken as 0.01% per min as it is the rate

conninnonlv used in laborator%- tests.

- TIwo strain rales are used: (a) l i per min (The strain rate usually used in

th pressureuioetr test.) (b) 0.1%: per min.

N1 - "ll, slopc is :assiired to be 0.1 from Fig. 6.1.

Strain Hardening Soil -- A realistic value of \ has to be chosen [or the

proper representation of the material stress-strain curve. Typical values of \

range from 1/300 to 1/1000. In this study, a value of 1/500 was used for ...

Strain Softening Soils -- In selecting the stress-strain curve for the

strain softening soil, the peak stra iii was assuied to be unaffected b%- lie

strain rate. It is b.li(ved that th. r.laive change in streu gth du - to str i:,i
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rate effect is more important than the actual form of the stress-strain curve,

and therefore the results obtained using this curve will be general in nature.

The following values (Prapaharan, 1987) were assigned to the parameters A,

B, and C describing the stress-strain curve at the reference strain rat, a (i.e.

0.01 . , per min):

A = 185.3 KPa, B = 2.308, C = 3.g

Therefore, at. the reference strain rate:

qpak = 127.0, ff = 1.39%

Results and Discussion -- The results of the parametric study arc

showvn in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3. The solid lines in these figures rep~re-s( nt tlit

material stress-strain curves obtained for different strain rates (Eqs. 6.1 la and

6.1lb). The dashed lines show the stress-strain curves derived from the pres-

suremeter expansion curves (using the conventional Eq. 6.8, i.e. neglecting

stress rate effect) corresponding to two different expansion rates. The follow-

ing observations can be made from Figs. 6.2 and 6.3:

a. Strain Hardening Soils

- The derived stress-strain curve tends to strain soften mildly at large

strain

"'he peak strength at 1.0/6 per rain strain rate is approximalely eylal

to the ultiniate strength of the material from the stress-strain curvc

for the reference strain rate (0.01 per rain), whereas tie peak

strength at the 0.1N per min strain rate is about 6Vi less than the

reference strength

The form of the material stress-strain curve at the reference straiii

rate is different frorm that obtained from pressuremeter tests. llo%-
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ever, the maximum value of strength is not affected significantly.

b. Strain Softening Soils

The derived stress-strain curves exhibit more pr(enounced strain

softening characteristics as compared to the material stress-strain

curve.

The peak stress at 1.0% per min strain rate is 12.6% larger than the

reference strength whereas the peak stress at 0.1 per min strain rat(

is about 2.6% larger than the reference strength.

It can be concluded that, regardless of whether strain hardening or strainl

softening is involved, not considering strain rate eflects causes different

stress-strain curves and strengths to be predicted from pressuremeter expri-

sion curves than if they are included. If laboratory results are the reference

(lower strain rates), then the usual pressuremeter test creates an overestimate

of the undrained strength. In these parametric studies, for the pressuremeter

strain rate, the strength was overestimated by about 13% for strain softening

soils. For strain hardening soils, even though the form of the stress-strain

curve was different, the maximum value of strength was not affected

significantly.

6.2 Effect of Partial Drainage

A typical pressureiiieter test takes about 20 to 60 min depending Ulpon

wheli,r it is a stress or strain-controlled test, thus sonic drainage will inevit-

ably occur during this period. The degree of pore pressure dissipation

depends on the consolidation characteristics of the soil and, since tle

coeflicient of Iermeability in the horizontal d ir etioji is often greater tihan

ihat in the vrtical direction, significant dissilpatimn of Pore presurcs could bc

N
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The boundary conditions for consolidation during tht. pressurifl.ti r vx,1;i;-i,,

test are as follows:

a. u=u0 (r) at t= 0 for r 0

b. u -- 0 as t- for r -r

c. u = 0 at r =r for t_ 0 (1I 1 1

bu
d. -=0 at r =r 0  for t 0

where, r0  radius of borehole.

r - distance sufficiently far from the wall
so that excess pore pressurt is zero.

The approach used by Randolph and Wroth (1979) to solve tl, ,-,'..-

dation equations for consolidation around a cyliidrical pilh %%as used H, Ihi-

study. However, it was extended to dilhrtnt bourdary condit1io'-. ,liwi it, tf

pressuremeter test there is displacement at the cavity fact during cotis',lidt-

tion, whereas no displacement occurs at the pil( wall. It is asstimcd that tii

boundary between the pressuremeter ininbrane and the soil is impjer.IA( ll,

and drainage takes place radially away from the icvubrauue. Furtlherimrt. at

the end of expansion and before consolidation has started, the execs: 1,or(

pressure distribution will be of the form shoxn in F'ig. G..I. For r, r I?

(where ro is the radius of tli expanded cavity and I? th. radiu- of t04. pl.,1-1,

zone) the excess pore pressure, u1(3r), is noi-zero. \lirq:is for r > It, u(r)I-

equal to zero. I'11w initial distribution of porc pressiU, s oht aitcd i% a

hig that the soil behaves as elastic-perfectly plastic nm:tcria,. a ,d expressed a-

(Fig. 6.4):

10 r) = 2 c, In r(, r I (.l)
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Pusti zone Elastic Zone

S ~fessuremut

Figure 6.4 Diagram' of so'il around pressuremete' sPhoftin
features of consolidation
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pressurerneter expansion test. soniv drainage take-s place arid the volulne of,

the cavity increases; however it is believed that the paramneters thus calcu-

lated constitute an upper bound solution (e.g. an upper bound of the effect of

partial drainage on the pressurenieter expansion curve). The displacemnent,

s(t), at the cavity boundary due to consolida~tioni is (I'rapaharan, 1987):

4~) -/ \VA'(jex(t /r, X, )(\r)-FXro)) (6.17)

where,

C = shear rlio(]ulus

1,=Poiss'-on's ratio

F(\r) =r [l).('\r) + 2 [1 ( \r)110 ( \r) -Jo(.\r)ill(x\r)j +

pi r [ (r)+ -[Yi,('\r)llo(,\r) - Yo(X\r)li(X\r)]

HO Struve function of order zero

H, = Struve function of order one

Calculation of Change in Volume of the Cavity Due to Consoli-

dation -- The total volumew change, Vper unit height, of the cavity due to

consolidation (for sirrall displaceriients) is given by:

-2rsWt

and

2(.8
V0

where, V0 -,Za 2 is the initial volumne or the( cavil v.

Results and Discussion -- Comnputer programns were written to perforni

all the above calcu lations and] the niethodlologvN dlevelopedl in the previous sec-

tions was used to prfedict thle p)ore presisure (li;t ribtition iiiasiircd (Ilirinig
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pressuremeter expansion tests perforiied in a kaolin clay in the calibration

chamber (Chapter 2). The pore pressure distribution was measured after the

pressuremeter was expanded to a radial strain of 10%.

The strength parameters for kaolin were obtained from the pressuremeter

test. Since the soil was assumed to be elastic-perfectly plastic in the analysis,

the interpretation procedure by Gibson and Anderson (1961) was used to

derive the strength parameters front the pressurenieter expansion curve. The

values of G/c U and cu were found to be 250 and 62 KPa, respectively. The

coefficient of consolidation for kaolin in the horizontal direction was obtain'd

by HIuang (1986), and is equal to 7.4 in 2 /yr.

During the prcssuremeter expansion test, both generation and dissipation

of pore pressures take place. Some simplifying assumptions are necessary ill

order to use closed form solutions for strain-controlled expansion. Initially, it

is assumed that no dissipation of pore pressure takes place until the pres-

suremeter is expanded to a certain strain (t,), and the probe pressure is then

held constant. Tiht, pore pressure generated during the expansion, uo(r) , is

calculated using Eq. 6.15. The actual pore pressure will be less than that

given by Eq. 6.15 as some dissipation takes place during expansion. The dissi-

pation of pore pressuire with timne after the expansion is calculated using Eq.

6.16. If tie time taken to reach the strain ( is tl, it will be assumed that tit(

pore pressure dissipated during exlpa nsiom is equal to that dissipated after th(

expansion during the tuhu. interval t1 . Ohviously, this is an upper bound solu-

tion. A similar approach can be used to calculate the change in volume of

the cavity due to consolidation during expansion.

* Fig. 6.5 shows the distribution of pore pressure with time after the pres-

suremuter has )een vxlpm;l(( to 1"; strai,. 'h,' predicted and the ni(,sured

11 f 1
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porv pressure distribution curves for the pressutjreinitter expanisionl t(5t ill the(

calibration chamiber are shown) in Fig. 6.6. The pore pressure distribution Was

obtained after the pressuremneter was expanded to 10%/ strain at a strain rate

of 0.73"i /rin. 'lke predicted curves were obtained by two mxethods. In tile

first lii(tho(I (discussed previously), it is assumed that no drainage takcs place

until the pressureineter is expanded to 10%r strain. The pore pressure dissi-

pated during the expanksion is assumed to be equal to that dissipated after the.

expanIriir for a timie interval equal to that taken to reach 10'% straink. In the

Sei(*(l1( The! hod, it is assumeid thkat 10% strain is reached irk 4 increments. The

di1-t rilwi Oni of' pore pressure after thie first increnicnt is cal~rulakt(l using the

itihod nttiioiied above. Tlie pore pressure increase- du]ring tlk( second( inker-

mcni('i added to t he pore pressure obtained after thke first increment. The

rcesu Ititg dist ributionk is approximated by a linear distribution -with the loga-

rt hnk or radius, anid used as the initial pore pressure distribution at tile eild

of sceond iticremient. This procedure is repeated until 10'/C strain is reached.

Fijg. 6.6 shows that the theoretical pore pressure distribution curves

obtained by both methods do not differ considerably. Tile shapes of tike

preil t ('( a nd expeitiental curves are similar, andl tble agrerient between

hot I curve(s are excelk t. It sbows that linear solutionks can be- usedl to predict

Ih dh.t riliut ion of pore precssures aroundo the precssurerncker.

TIi ehct or the elk an ge in vol unke of the cav"it y due to partial d ra iniage

mith lie res-su re-rit e r ex pansion curv is Ishown in Fig. 6.7 Tih unrd rai 11(0

pr( --re~t ter ex pantsio, c~u rve was obta imtid from sol utionis for ca vity expi 1-

SIMI1 IN anl Ilastic-perfecily plastic inedium (Gibson atid Anderson, 1961). Thel(

eXpa n~ioii (tijrve, %ith partial drainage was deterinemd by adding the addl-

IIw st1ralit causedf b%, partial drainuagit to the- strain obltaLined for undrained

WW4 1
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expansion. Although considerable dissipation of pore pressure occurs during

expansion (Fig. 6.6), the pressuremeter expansion curve is not altered

significantly, especially at small strains. In this analysis, the increase in

strength of the soil due to consolidation was not considered, and any increase

in strength would have resulted in a smaller volume change at large strains.

It is not possible to obtain experimentally the undrained expansion curve

shown in Fig. 6.6 in the calibration chamber as dissipation of pore pressure

occurred even at the highest strain rates (e.g., 0.73 ,/min) used in th( test

(Chapter 2). It is believed that the pressuremeter expansion curve obtained

for kaolin in the calibration chamber was not affected significantly by partiail

drainage as the derived undrained strength was very close to that predicted

from triaxial compression and extension test results (Table 6.1).

The dissipation of pore pressure, and hence the change in volume of the

cavity during the pressureineter test, will be smaller if a larger pressuremeter

probe is used: this is illustrated in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. The pressuremeter curves

with partial drainage in these figures were obtained for a strain rate of

0.21/min and a probe diameter of 8.0 cm. It was also found that at the

standard strain rate of I %/rii, almost no influence of partial drainage was

detected on the pressuremeter expansion curve.

6.3 Conclusions

The comparison of results fromh analytical and experimneltal studies using

a model pressuremeter show that lineir analysis can be used to predict th(

pore pressure generated during pressureineter expansion. The partial drainage

that takes place during the pressurciInter te:st %vas shown to afrect th( geil-

eration of pore pressures. lHowever, the pressurern et (r expansion curve \was

not altered significant ly by p:,rt, ial (trailig(.

__AI
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Table 6.1 Experimental and predicted undrained strength values

Strain Rate

Soil OCR c1 0.1%//min 0.73%/min

C2 C2

5011 Kaolin 50% Silt 1.0 64 65 63

100% Kaolin 1.0 59 - 62

C - Undrained strength predicted from triaxial compression
and extension test results.

- Undrained strength derived from pressuremeter tests
in a calibration chamber.

m7
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T h e a n a l y t i c a l s t u d i e s i n d i c a t e t h a t t h e . p r e -s. r m nt .r e x p a r i s i o l i 'rv (

obtained using commercially available probe with a standard strain rate of

1%/min is not significantly affected by partial drainage. As a result, the

interpretation methods developed to derive stress-strain curve from undrailie-d

pressuremeter expansion curve can still be us(d, even if the expansion is not

A

perfectly undrained.

J
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CHAPTER 7

THEORETICAL STUDY OF ANISOTROPY AND STRESS PATI1

7.1 Introduction

A theoretical study was made of two factors which influence the labora-

tory and field tests: ulidrairied strenigth anisotropy and thu stress path. TfhE

effects of interimediate prinicipal stress in plane strain compression ei . prI

suremeter test) m ere ak Ru t ijd id (SINvak ugan. 1 9S7). A Ithlomgli till, st ud! k.-

initiated as part of our research program on the pressure-meter testing III

clays, it provides a st rong t iteorclical b~asis for the shear strength of clay- III

general.

7.2 CK 0UC Tests versus CIUC Tests

In conventional laboratorY t riaxial testing the test speciumens arm isot ropi-

call), or hydrostatically consolidated (CIIC Tests) primarily because of coir-

venience and simplicity inj the testing procedures. Non-hydrostatic or ariiso-

tropically consolida ted (C'A('('C) tests are more complicated. reqinr-ITn S"I

form of servo syst('n to pcrformt K, conisolidatiori. Therefore. it is highIN (if-r

ab We to have some nmii of predict iti thli Clx ( C shea r st reIg tnl iiJT I ruri

CIUC test results.

Based on Skemptort s ( IW951) pore pre~sumr equation, a simpe procid imr

was developed to p)red(*,ct (1< ~1 C (K~, consolidated undrained cornprv- ll.i1

shear strength from C U tests. 'I'lltc proc('(lumr was validated with exp( riflit4 Ii-

tal data available in the litcerat ure . 'I' 1 i tuc Ii niqui, Ii :i a som id theortI~

basis and it w-ill v'ery lik(,% el w hi u fii II in limiir ii t orr lt tion of 1"111 11, Y t i' I rd



IW47) for dt tail, On, of tht parainftE r' rtw 4; 11 r(IIv. ot. pro -j oT %4

thev Skeinptor. s A-paraint it r at faiurt for K cu:.'' (1;1*, d soil- Ii A a ,

that c~e a "crude est,tIait " of A4, . is utlia.: for a rf A-a h Rim-'!~ ;-I ~

tioi, of 'K , I (" he ir 4'trf ngi~ u at. ii- ,,rE ra ;t l i I..

the extenditd ('av. O'a., or r~tended olA C ai ( Ia' niod.

Se'akugan ( 9%- , re Til -- odi i. are hricft ie -l'.riht, ii bei wo !::.,fe * w, ,

thu-t bet. Umt- to ii 1 
-I ' ~ but al-(, it, !I'~ W~ r. . f , 1-11.

7.3 Triaxial Shear Mlodel for NorrnaiI1 C'onsolidated Cla-.-

strain btehavlor %a, rie i a if tr 010 Vari I j~~e 'A tit C he 1A 111i IT, OCf I. f,1 rr

cal stait so, m~ode ~1, ThC ( ;1!1. ( Ia fl-- lot a! 9 an(.- tf. n''.j" ..

( amn CIa, (ko-tem and 1Biriii. 1140% are it.o tt3' (d i arpj#- rr

stau niodii-1 Til, h&) ta \ e- uitd#rgorie s(-\ cr:., weiaro.- C' tlte PA'-*

d'cadt'. (Lgat. 1977. Ptjde r. 147. tiai, Fo lo, and litt- 1!47.

Tile criti1c:1 ' SI :,et ye I q a IT )1 . *:.. : o, ~~ toe

hit. al till 1-aT!,E 11?1 p7e I J7 !, It) .c ' i. . 0 4

l;- s i c 1:. (li tc. r it,@ 'Aat rii o*- -.( too * 1

rationial %-:t A,, a framvec'Aerk for ivea' lig 'i. -Iewc!! COlli' '

iif dtie fejndayuenteai' of u'rett-.cii r1l ,-C it.-(eatec! 1, 1,0,

CrUcorritri(Iltif-d (.(oti'i lw',!. I 1%3 , I lotooe f . I 1., .aiit-rldwig Sill to(ci k 'w-

dullfl~it f i I t w.111 I f;r
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r.t -" deftormrati, T hf-ritfort it is mlit app~rAepriaitt to - tj Ii to t ria x G,

s. ar Lwhavior of clays consolidaited with no lateral straliiii .

It. this restearch, the ('am Clav and tt. niod iied Car, Clay niudi 1, A(r

exit Yido d to) coil%id(-r a K,~ consolidated initial st at A tiEvA Statu parari it hr.

tfi he ~tcrn raim,. wa,- int roduced to srlpf thet analysi- Expres. ioui, %%(r(

drvtlepejd for A,,, and undrained shcar st rengt h A briuf summary of thi.

%i id% arnd the. final conclusion- are given helo% Thf detaik, of derivat ion,~ art

7.3.1 Extension of Critical State Models to (hK VC Tests%

I e t~i' lcurdar% surfaco arccord~ig toi the ('anrjre1 (,h iied- I

I f..po qpaIc (Fig 7 r , ar (4! art( lIto 11. !eis t ~t ri

V = 1 e(7.11

i-e thi %oid ratio

It. If, ( :iridge souil mToduls. it *a hvyee:the'lied tbal t he 1K cotiidulda-

I t) Y hief l (T, in, thot 1, - q - v sparte lies onj the state bowidarN surface-

If tAt tht criti ;,I statte lint, ((CSl. and the isotropic coiseeljdatitm lif (1(1)

a aid liraiiit , 1 97s. koscw an d PwtI Ireo iaah. 1 96"1 1 1 u~r, I,- rin,,

lI K C I aiid ('-I. are as.irmied to be tbitr f pa ra li 1 ie \ J Ji. : irI .%

-mii. t, It, p planet. a, shox)f.Y it, lip 72 Alkmwr;! MIV

*~ (.7~ IT 'fe p ;.larie. 1(1L. K L[, mid (.arn gi~eti, It. tho~ ii

.41

V N - It (7.2.ia

- N i.p(7.21.)

l itp7 ,
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7.3.2 Extension or the Cam Clay Model

The test paths of a one dimensionally consolidated specimen (Point A)

sheared undrained to failure (Point F) is shown in Fig. 7.3. The state bouni-

dary surface of the Cam Clay model is given by

NIp
q - MP (N -v - X In p) (7.3)

(,X- K)

This equation is valid immediately after consolidation (point A) and at failurc

(Point F); introducing the values of p, q, and v for these two limits in Eq. 7.3

and solving for the ratio p,/p; leads to:

lii~ 1; 71

where

A =1-- (7.)

3 (1 - I 
(7.6)

(I + 2K0 )

.1 is known as the critical state pore pressure parameter or the irreversibilitN

ratio.

Spacing Ratio

F~romn t h g.o11int r% iit Fig. 7.2 and fLq. 7.A, car) be expressvd a,

The spacing ratio r pro;)(istd in this study is dlefined as:

For th (Cam ('Ia.\ rtodcl it car n ~lihO\\n thatl (At ki:,-m anid lran'l', 1190>,

, .11 . . ..
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X N F -I (7.9)

Froni Eqs. 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9:

r (7.10)

This ratio is equal to 0 when N,, I' (CSI,) arid equal to 1.0 when N,, N

Pore Pressure Parameter

The total and effective stress paths for a CKJ3C test are shown in Fig.

7.4. The excess pore pressure at failur( (\Iuf) and the change in deviatoric

stress (Aq) are given bNy:

- f=p. +1- (qf - q.) - p;(7.11)

3

-j= f q (7.12)

Thus Skempton's Ar (=u/%I is:

if + (P, - Pf(7.13)

3rj (q - q.)

At failure:

qf=NI 1); (7.14)

Froni Eqs. 7.4, 7.10, 7.13, and 7.14, Af cani be- written as:

Af = I + exJ (0\) - 1 7I
3 NI - 1/, CXI, (r0)7.5

Undrained Shear Strength

Tbe undrained shear strength of of a CK,0 UC test is givenl by:

-2

= NI Prf (7.1 G)
2

Ironi I-', 7.1 and 7.1fC):
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2 M
In terms of the spacing ratio:

- 6 (1 + 2K") exp(-rA) (7.17)
Tvo 6

In the Cam Clay model, the modified Cam Clay model, and th. extensions

proposed herein, the normally consolidated clay is idealized as an elasto-

plastic medium exhibiting isotropic strain hardening. Ohta and Nishlihara

(1985) developed a similar expression as Eq. 7.17 for K. consolidated clays,

based on rheological and dilatancy characteristics of soils.

7.3.3 Extension of the Modified Cam Clay Model

The following derivations are similar to those in the exlended Cain Clay

model given above. The state boundary surface of the modified Cam Clay

model is given by:

In N + I/ N vXlnp (7.18)
M12  X- 1

where i -- q/p. Substituting the values of p, q, and v at the end of consoli-

dation and at failure, the following relationship is obtained:[ 1 N 2  1 (7.1,, )

J[ [M + ljJ

Spacing Ratio

From the geometry in Fig. 7.2 and Eq. 7.19, X can be expressed as:

No - (7.20)

A n[I212

For the mo(li.ied Caii Cla y mo(lel it can be shown lh-it (Sivakug a,. 19,7):

w
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N -K'(X- ^)1n2 (7.21)

From Eqs. 7.20, 7.21, and the definition of the spacing ratio r:

] 2M 2 . 1In m2* + 7,o2

-1 - I (7.22)=-a In2

Pore Pressure Parameter

From Eqs. 7.13, 7.14, 7.19, and 7.22, Af can be written as:

[2r\- 1]
-"+-- (7.23)3= X4 ,, 2"]

Undrained Shear Strength

From Eqs. 7.16, 7.19, and 7.22

- ( - + 2K,) 2r\ (7.21)
vo 6

7.3.4 Comparison of Extended Critical State Models

In the extended Cam Clay model as well as in the extended modified

Cam Clay model, the derivations and the resulting equation are very similar.

For both models Af and 7,f/CVo are given by the following equatioins:

Af I + F(r,.) - 1 (7.25)
3 X1 - i, T"(r,.\)

- 6 (1 + 2Ko) (r,\) (7.2)

For the extended Cam Clay model:

F(r,\) = exp (r.\) (7.27)

and for the extended modified Cam Clay modl:

- 1.r
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F(r,.) = 2' (7.2k)

Variations of Ark0 with e'ciuc, and rf/-vo with '(: for K. = 0.5, are

shown in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6, respectively. C is the value of 4, obtained from

a CIUC test. For low values of A, both models predict about the sam(e Ark,,.

For higher A, the extended modified Can Clay Inod(l gives lower values tha,

the extended Cam Clay model. Af,k0 decreases with increasing 6, decreasing

A, and increasing K O. For typical values of A', , and Ko, Ark¢, varies between

0.9 and 4.0. Both models predict about the same shear strength. The normal-

ized undrained shear strength varies appro(xirmatelv linearly with "ct;c. For

typical values of K., .\, arid ,, it varies bet eci. 0.25 and 0.45.

The undrained shear strength and pore pressure parameter in the critical

state models and the extended critical stat( Models are shown to be functions

of friction angle and consolidation charact(ristics. The friction angle and the

consolidation characteristics are represented by <,° and A, respectively. Few

empirical correlations have been cited in the literature relating M with .\.

Schofield and Wroth (1968) proposed that M/A = 1.5. Karube (1975) sug-

gested that it is 1.75. However, based on experimental data from the litera-

ture, Sivakugan arid loltz (1986) showed that there appears to be no correla-

tion between M an(l A.

7.4 Intermediate Principal Stress in Plane Strain

Compression of Normally Consolidated Clays

The main drawback with the critical state models is that theNy were

developed essentially for conventional triaxial loading conditions, such as

those existing unider a uniifornly loaded Ia rge area, or along the vertical

cenlter line of a circular footing. ]lowever, pli tie strain conditions are niort,

CorlIIIoi in the' field; long st rip foot i r cii, q' iba kl anl'i Is, or ret a iniiip \\ a 1L a rc

' )a
NK
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good examIne of plane st rain prolemis. lPressu rcimlt( r load ing call also 1(

approximated by a plane straini problemi if end effects are neglected.

Many geotechnical engineering problenL- can be better simulated or

approximated by planec straini loadig conditions than axisynmetric triaxial

loading conidit ions. However, due to the ease( of operation anid simplicity of

the apparatus, triaxial tests are often preferred to plane strain ones, even for

obviously planie strain problems. Conversely, there are relatively fe%% well

documented data in the geotechnical literature for plane strain tests onl soils

(Cornforth, 196.1: Henkel and Wade, 1969; Ilamblv and Roscoe, 1969. Ladd. et

a!.. 1971; Cainjipanella and Vaid. 1973; Nlitaclhi and( Kiago. 19N)).

In plane strain tests, the intermediate principal stress is [lot known

unless the sides of the specinien corresponding to the plane of zero deform-a-

tion are instrumented. For analysis of plan(- strain situations, it is oftenl

necessary to knowv the magnitude of rT2, the effective intermediate principal

stress in the direction of zero deformation. (72 is often assumed to be

((T + (73)/2 or given from elastic analysis by ij(7 + (T3), where i' is the

Poisson's ratio.

Sivakugan (1987) studied the variation of principal stresses, during pl;ane

strain compression of normally consolidated clays. The elastic model propo~td

by Corn forth (1964) and( the stenlhi-em~pi rica I equ at ion given by Ifiliho; I9tf

were reviewed. An elasto-plast ic mod-l based onl the modified Caml Cla%

model was proposed to study the principal stress variation during pla ne si rain

compression. This research is suriinia ried belo%%

7.4.1 Relationship between b, ~'T~and -T'/(~ + ,

The relative mnagifitud* of ra2 is oft en expressed 'l, (73+ or b% III(

C1,11111~f i"11 IIA



b-pa rait tur (Ilisimp. 1966,1 (inilAd a,:

(77 ?11

" 3

Strictly spuiking. to sp(.ci. fv tht, relati~e magnitudc of ttj( ilitf rill dUlt(

principal stmrs .. eitht r b or + is not suflicl( it: both are requ inr j It

is only at failure owe call bli computed from the other. This is illustrated b%

numnerical examiplc it, Siv'ak ugaA (10~7). Definiing (:fj, as:

1t 3 (7:30
Sill___ (.t - I I

7.4.2 Cornforth's Model

Comnfort I (196-i.) sho%4(A fromi elastic analysis that for soils loasded ulldr

*planec st rain conditions. th follo~4irig relationship holds throughout t he Tit r

test:

(7.:12

,A , r(tr , i' th rait [~romi iricrenr-ital clast i-1 . 11 Is sl,(.%I. 1,,

(( clit,ij 7A .1 .e i it- ro n~L; hold' OrT l% for Kx( r~ :

7.4.3 Bishop's Model

Mievd on7 Jplanf st rain e I e o l (11krpa t 0 r11 oraille. 11rf o1 p (Mf~b ~ olm~f

th;it for tiorria!lk cowhdjialf (I clai%, shuart(I uridf - pIaneq straie cmoteliw,
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- (7.33)

Avail;,hi data on five difh r.rit soil, M ild 7.1) on( dirne.niora lly coni ,-

lidatetd and sh art d undrahijed under plane strain compressioni indicate that

"e-/(, + -'i) increases, but oiJNl slightly. during plane strain comnpress'on1.

Threfort. it is a goxod approximation to assue that /-2' + -3a) is a con.-

stant during plane strain compression of a one dimensionally consolidated soil.

Thus. for the entire plane strain comrrprvsion tes.1,. Eq. 7.33 may be sirmply

stated as:

- ,COS" (7.3 )

7.4.4 A Note on the Models Proposed by Cornforth and Bishop

Immediately after one dirnensional consolidation a2 and a both are equal

to Ko,"h . Therefore:

I~ ~ ~ +~ " 3 1 11 t

Therefore, predictions based on Coriforth's model can be expected to be

closer to the initial val,, of a+/("' -+ "')in the plane strain compression test.

Hishop's semi-e .pirical equation Aa, propov.d for failure conditions. Ih(nc,..

the predictions from Eq. 7.3.1 would bc closer to thi val w, of + ./(+ : ) at

failur. Neverthelhss, t ditference bet wecr tb.iese t%%o values is small, the

latter being greater than the' forirwr. lxrirjlwiital data (Talih 7.1) ard the

elasto-pla,.ti< arialysis described b(-I%% sii,+k that 1../( , + a3 ) does iiicrea..

but only slightly, during the plan, str in comI)rs,'IoI .

A.

4

I I i I - I + I *I.. . .... I +++l l++ ' :+'+' '"I
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7.4.6 Elastk Analysis

From the theory of elasticity

2I [' I' ' 1+(.5

E- (732

(3 = _L~ ["3 /'(I (+ T)]

Here (7, "2, '731 '1 '2 ard f3 are principal stresses arid strains iii the direc-

Lions referred to by the subscripts. E is the Young's niodul,. For plane st rait,

condiitionls, t 2 is null, and therefore:

I + (T 3

Eqs. 7.35 and 7.36 are valid only if the elemnent under corisidcra tion do(,-: niot

have initial stresses or strains. In tne presence of initizal stresscs, it is

appropriate to use incremental elasticity theory. Then Eqs. 7.35 and 7.36

become:

+ (7.37)

~I + /7

Without any' ritferecc to the initial state, ('ornforthl (106.1) simply stated t hi

'~/( 4 ~-)was a conistant (=i ) for thu (1 viii I ln It tes( It is lw 1



be IoA that Cornforth's expressin is valid only for wlit dim,~ jiI~iaflia1k cowo!

dated soils.

One Dimensional Consolidation

For one dimensionally corisolidatud soils, thu initial effective si re-sw, I

immediately after the consolidation) art, (71, and '7~-3'', -K,

Therefore:

, I (7 3!j,

1 3 71 + ",3" I-

For or,( dinrierisioril vcaijoli(Ia t Ioil .j ..N 0. alid > .. \ A

tuting these values, in' Lq. 7.37 leads to;

K(

At any stage of plane st raiui loading, let the st ress inicrenienit s fronua th III I]I

statf be Tl arid Froin Eqs. 7.3k, 7.39. arid 7.4W

The re fort:

Thus.Ff~ tha' r l~ II it th :1,,i'r a i nil a o i roiiglifor h a tic la ira la,alI

Isotropic Cornsolidatioa



For Ku 0.5, the variations of 7, -A. I ~ wih r

several consolidation stress ratios art, shown~ in Fig. 7.7. Tbt consolid:I 1 ioj

stress ratio K is defined as:

For consolidation stress ratios below K0. /( + ')increases during loadiir,

and becomeos asymptotic to the value c, whereas for consolida tioni strcss, rat

greater than KC), r/( 4 -.3 decreases ana bi rrjes asympiJtotic to

For hyd rost aticallY consolidated soi k. irTmd ia t e l aftcr con so! (1:1 t( n

-. ('3,. T1hun for(

(2
= 0.2,(7. 12

Sinuic the iflcre!Iintal ratio (Lq. 7.3k) is dill(rtit from thc inl ratj( (I (

7.42). '2/( '; + ,) does riot rehmaini Constant as ini the case of on(' dimenision -

ally consol ida tedI soils. It dec -reasf, from its, in itial va Juf of 0.,' anard eoii

asy mptot ic to the va lutc of i (Fig. 7.7).

It is cluarly seen from Fig, 7. 7 t 1 -2 -1- 4 renc hI IIIs a colist a fit

throughiout the, pl a if st ra in compri; tesion loadinrg onlby w liiii K Ix'' l TI I

error in assuming thal -+ i a Constant. tha t. c~pii 0 itt fujr

hydrostatirally corisolidand s(-11 (l*% 1) 1, evith it fromi tliti iinf Ior

ux;tIi11tlt III the cai'f of 1-% 0. 5. '2(' 4 d; lirin, tli imii;il t,- o

lOAdlingr is OV(*restni1ittfd by as 1111im11 hs ;'(' 'A11t Ihis assimniliti 01. lbis errwt

decreases % id, Iicmrasitiri vakine, of K, ll)& %I r, r( t r tyVpit a!aIe of I\ mU i

0.6) the error is quitte signiicant.

Pruvious experimnital data ont oni( dImqnitisoni1 1 conisolidlatcd soil,

(c orrnftrtti, 191 I CiI (~apayiell;i anid Va ii. 19'73: Ilii t~ I anid \%adc, I 1iE, \I,,
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chi and Kitago, 1980) show that the ratio rT/(-i + r,3) during plhw strain

compression remains constant or increases slightly with loading. This is in

general agreement with elastic analysis because one dimensionally consoli-

dated soils usually fail at low strains behaving "elastically" until a significant

fraction of the failure stress is reached.

7.4.6 Elasto-Plastic Analysis

(Tl-a 2 -a 3 Space

The modified Can Clay model proposed by Hoscoc and lhrlarld (196s)

for a generalized three dimensional str(.ss state is cxte(xlt(l. Ire to stuly th,

variation of the principal stresses during plane strain cornipr.sion of a nor-

mnally consolidated clay.

In (T, - T2 - 73 space, the volumetric yield surface is given by (Roscoe

and Burland, 1968) :

(N: + 6)(cri2 + 7'2 + ") + 2(N.Y - 3)(-Tc 2 4- ',2% )

I I-3Mp, ((T; +4 (7,, +- ca) o (7.43)

where,

M. = /TNI(7.41)

p(, is the value of 1) at the end of hydrosta tic cotsoli(l:ti i .

For deformation under plane strain conditions:

2 += + '.2 = o (7.4',)

or:

The subscript 2 refers to t he dircction in whil there is no deformr ation. "'lhI

fact that "'- depends on tlh sirys path nrakcs it iniujossildt, i0 o i il :I

.T--.Z ,2

LAW ,,,-LAM L32
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closed form solution to plan(- strain problemis. InI conventional triaxial tests,

the volumetric yield locus is uniquely defined under any state of stress. This is

not the case under plane straini conditions where the imposed stress pathl has

significant influence (Roscoe and Burland, 1968). This situation is simplified

by assuming that all the components of elastic strains are negligible. In other

words, the slope of swelling, t:, is assumned to be very small compared to the

slope of the virgin consolidation line, X. Therefore, for plane strain conditions:

p 2(2

The volumetric yield surface in (71- (72 - rr3 space is shiown in Fig. 7.8.

The plane strain volu nietric v'ield cujrve( (7 fl . B C' lies oil this yield surfa cv.

Projection of the plane st rain v'oluiiiet nc yield curve oin the TI - (1 3 Plan is

giveii by CBIABC. For plan ( si raiii conditions, t lie total stranin v'ec tor ('

3 must lie onl a plane parallel to (7-,0(.. Assiiing niornmalit y conditions, Ros-

coe and Burland (i 968) showed that at any point onl the plane strain

volumietric yield curve:

- 0 (7.46)

Thus, fromi Eqs. 7.43, 7.44, and] 7.16:

122 + 18),.2 + (,,\ 2  q 3 - 12M2K, = 0 (.17)

Th is is the equ at ion of a phuiv %hIiic Ii intersects thli volunTIietric v-ie d su r ace

along the plan(-e st rain vol uni I nc vie d cuvire ( J ABJ . Thlerforc, at any

stage of volurnietric yielding. -T2 Is givcen by:.

(2.\12 + 18)
Substituting this expression for (T, in Eq. 7.47, the plane strain voluiinIrnC

yieldI louis i the( "T; - plane- is giveni by (curvc ('lI.\I( in Fig. 7.8):
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(4M- + ~ + r2 61ptI r) + (4 \12 -18)(-;T

3 .Mi 0 2 =0(7-49)

9-t Space

To simplify the analysis three variables s, t, and T/ are introduced,

defined as:

(T + 3

2

t (TI - (3

- = ;- - = sin ''' b
1/ - I + = .nI

Substituting these in Eq. 7.49). the plaine strain volumetric yield curve in the

s-t plane becomes:

6N12 s 2 + 2( 1\ 2 + 19)t2 _ 6N%2 p('s - ' 2 =0 (7.50)
4

Since the isotropic state of stress corresponding to point D (p,,p'.p0,) can

not be attained under plane strait) conditions, a more convenient parameter s"

is used instead of p. in the following. 'where so is the value of s when t-= 0.

Substituting t=0 in Eq(. 7.50:

At
=-p

where: A 1

A, + I(7. 52)

The entire volumetric yield surfaice expanids or contracts depending on

the chian ge in water cointent . Willi dNcc ei ug wa t er content, thle voluniii lri(

yieIl surface expands and vice v(-rS;i. Ilio%%(ev(r, iiorialization or I'.7.-19 \\01,
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respect to so . a parameter reflecting the consolidation stress level, leads to a

unique plane strain volumetric yield curve independent of the water content.

This is similar to normalizing the stress-strain curves with respect to the

etlective vertical consolidation pressure. The normalized plane straini

voluuutric- yielt curve is given by:

3.M2(s/s) 2 + (N12 + 9)(t/o)2  6M2 (s/s0 )A1

I M14
- = (7.53)3 A l

F~rorm l'q.. 7.4,' and 7.53, and the definitions of s, t, and . tht. norm :l-

i;t(d 'valuts of all three principal stresses can be obtained at any stag(- of

plmie strain yiel ding. Variations of normalized principal stresses with I/ for N1

- 1.0 art shown in Fig. 7.9. During loading, (T2 and (-3 decrease steadily

whereas, c increases during the initial stages and then decreases. For conven-

tional triaxial compression test (CIUC) it can be shown that:

3\1sin C' -- l
6 + M (7.54)

where i/f is the value of 7i at failure. Eq. 7.54 is used in addition to Eqs. 7.48

and 7.53 to obtain the stress state at failure.

7.4.7 Comparison of Models

Fromn the -atlies of normalized principal stre s r/(T'i + )throughout

the plane strain loading is also derived. A parametric study shows that, for all

valu.s of NJ. e-2/(' + () increases slightly during the loading. Also show,n ill

Fig. 7.9 are the variations of Tr/(i + o3) according to Cornforth's and

Bishop's mod,,k. According to these two models, r'/((T; + T3) is a constant for

he entire loaiTr.
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Predicted and experimental values of -2/((71 + e3) for fivc diflrt tit

remolded and undisturbed clays are shown in Table 7.1. Interstiligly.

Cornforth's elastic model and Bishop's semi-empirical model give a good esti-

mate of this ratio, assuming it to be a constant. The modified Cam (lay

model slightly overestimates C72/( - '73), but clearly shows th(. trnd of thi-

ratio increasing during shear. Similar trends have been observed by lerjke.

and Wade (1966), and Mitachi and Kitago (1980). Camupanella and \W,id

(1973) reported that this ratio is a constant, but a slight increase with straiw1

is evident froin their data (Fig. 7 of Campanella and Vaid, 1973). 'uIe pro-

posed model, because it is based on modified Cam Clay, is essentially for io-

tropically consolidated clays. All the available data is for one diniensioially

consolidated clays. Therefore, the slight overestimation could be partly dut to

the anisotropy in consolidation stresses (i.e., stress induced anisotropy).

7.5 Summary

The effects of anisotropic consolidation on undrained shear strength was

studied by comparing CIUC and CK.UC tests. A simple procedure with a

sound theoretical basis was developed to predict the in situ or K consolidated

undrained shear strength from ordinary CIUC test results. The procedure was

validated wilh experimental data from the literature (Sivakugan, et al., 1987).

'The Cari Clay and the riodified Cam Clay models were extended to con-

sider a K0 consolidated initial state. A new state parameter, the spacing

ratio, is introduced to simplifyv the analysis. Expressions were developed for

the undrained shear strength and Skempton's A-parameter at failure, Af,k, for

* K,, consolidated soils.

The variation of principal stresses during plane strain compression %%a,

studi.d using the Inodificd (l C lay ijiodcl. It was sho\ ii that '/( +

. . )'.i&p AAAA
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and strength response to be predicted fromn pressuremietvr epnincujrve(s

than if these effects are included. If conventional lab~oratory results arc the

reference (lower strain rates), then the usual pressuIlrerneter test creates all

overestimate of the undrained strength. In paramnetric studies, the strenigthI

was overestimated by about 13'/% for strain softeninig soils.

4. Stress disturbance, applied in laboratory experinIwnts either by over-

stressing, or understressing the soil around the probe, pririiarily afleted tflc

early part of the pressuremeter curve. This does, however, result in a

significant variation of the lateral earth pressure arnd initialI shear mtod ulIus.

These v'aria tions in turn affect the interpretation of thie tii(I rainewl shicnr

strength.

5. The presence or a remnolded annulus canl resuIt. i an overest irniat loll of

the undrained strength and underestimnation of the modulus, and thec error

increases with the thickness of the remolded annulus. If the thickness of the

remolded annulus is half the radius of the cavity, then the errors ill the

undrained strength and the modulus can be as high as 15976 and 40(- , respec-

ti ye ly.

6. Thel( u nloading of the borehole during the drilling overwhelmns thli

efff-ct of the presenrce- of a reniolded a nnulus we ithe in itjal tuill ba. dIill," k

large. l'or small amiounts of initial uinloading (ixe. initial sriri les!s thmii 0.1

to (.%,the re molded ann uhis ha s t st ronigest i nfluilice oui st rei gt si-S

rriates; lio%%tcver the error ill the undrained strcngthl will be less thlani 20%*(.

For a large aniot or initial tiiloadiiig, iii; bf strain overwlieluiis thec eflect of

remold' I a riw11111 u anrd the unrd rai nd st re ii i call i be overestiinn tc byI a) s

mileii as 100('( for a ii in itialI strain of 1.Tlic miodul Ius, however, is a 11v t(-d

by the slic of the (list 'rbedo arrliIs~l w- %(ll :1, 11( lifi iioiii of iliillb iib11 l



ing, and can be underestimiiated by as miluchI as 40',

7. A close examination or th riported retilt, or selfr-boring r i- u r u;,

ter tests in various soils revealed that tht error in th undrainwd str ,' I-

very large for highly anisotropic arid strain softeuijg soils, comupared to rf 1,

tively insensitive soils. It is hypoth-sin-d that this larg(, error is r: d 1,%

the initial unloading of the boreholh durijg drilling, arid a siguuifi, aill nt,,,,l,

of initial unloading is more likely to oc'ur in strain softeuirug soill

8. Partial drainage sig,,ificalitl a leet the por, pressure general t, in

the soil mass during the pressurerniecr tv-is i li r our theoretical re ii!

indicate that the pressuremreter exj,:,i o, ,itr%(,- obtained frin roifn,, r,:

available probes with a standard str:im, ratl of i ' /riiirauie should ,ol I"

significantly affected by partial drai,:ige. A, a result. th( interljret;,i,:, a ,r,,

cedures developed to derive the strvs,-strain curve from the undrained p~ri,

suremeter expansion curve can still be used, even if the expansion is not 1(r-

fectly undrained.

9. The initial shear moduli are very sv.isilive to strain rat(., stress di, ur-

bance, and the method of interp~ret:ition. Il,refore.. it is sugget'Stvd thai for

practical applications, the( dterrrinat o of t his soil prope rty from i pr( !-uir.ii

eter tests be accorded caretul scrutiny and le 'rhatl ab atludoidt at lea ,r

soils of the type studitd iii this retartch,.

10. Laboratory exp('riutus inditvitid thai h I Ot h , por s r di-ir,

bution at the end of probe exp tision and li' slwtar li odu i I, as d(,lerni, (I

from unload-reload loops arv iiot sirisitiv. to str(ss distwrb a tut oct'u rrii,

prior to the test.

11. Compar11 risonl of tli (-xll.rirvwt'it l anid tll ii ,'tluted pressur(, rtII I

cujrv(es sho\%(,d thiat Ilit. :itisot r l i tl, iI piroio fe 1, .\ ri v - ( 1!17!1 , I,, ,

SA&
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Dupt 1,11igoi tilt con ooIl;cttoene rat Io, port prtvsstnr duvti e in it arid A,

traii va r. cowildt ra lel% Ar k,, can difhtr fromr Ar, by as much as I(M)"

16 ('arm Clay and modified Cam Clay models were develop-d for ie

trol~eieal kcoi'oli datild clavs. Soil deposits encountered In pract icet are ty 1ei-

call.%~i oliqi 111ionelalkN coiisolgdated. 'Ihvreforii thoe xttt 115101 of thf-,t crii

cal stare' rrodo I- to coweidur K, consolidated initial state, ;erovid( ,a -f,,r

fli-thlr arial~t itd I ttidie- of illi ,,u beh-aviro fciass.

17 l'~etrolm or ari'-Otroepei( v irgin cowiolidation i hut arnd the cri! ;;i

I rIIe I t e ,k eI I r , l I t.II - Ir p) spaco-t. For arn'-)t roil(a tl\ (O c n-,ci e; : e

1, !i- r - the rtL !% l,,-~ ol of t14. Coll'o] Itat ]iu filit , tt i

a tO t I . the pi rid, prwr a ril.K orl t he( cowo~tlidat lol strot- rti it, A i,~'~tlf

;I. raT..,' re r j:- r(, re(l ee to quanrtify' tht, relati~c p0oi'il'. (if the Ix ( I

I (or Wll dun m .'i . erei~t d clay~-, -r arnd Af wii-rt shoioi to b( fIil

tI0. - oif r kn,

Ie~ i. - (, ( :i. aL1  and tit (dI i4 d Camr Cljay rmod( 1,. the poirt Jruiire

d#e \o eerrie w~ di,' :1 ('11 U test -Aa quantified. Skeriptori'sA-1eranet'r

ncit :t'-, dlu r~fr Lt i1r a rd re:achlis te raxirnurni. A1, at failure For the

riii-di!p i ;w i;(.\ ijj( pi !, tb he ill t e valhiot of A is 1/., for all ima r

I"~~~ .~pr - e- NA. or( c~-h~c for Af, arnd Afi , 1w ar;m ein.

,er~d N Tii-. 1'4,r Ii rciaI\or aiieropcalI\ t'tri-eiild:,,' A, i-~- \

got mrree b)' ehi; r ;t rtreq't 1 a rid romjri-;slliltY charaectt-ri~t iC- She ir

St re 1'.1 11 %%: - ;I 1c( 0,)\ rt I te I,,- geverni-d by an it \
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expit-rimi t Wl I obs r vat iurz Nev( rt hc it-s, th is slight iii cream- ma b i igr(r d~

for practical purposcs anid "/ + ()may be assurlit a conistat.

20. A sigrilf anit increase in %all Obiisetvud for horizontal loading of oiii

dim ensionllyI consolidate-d spvcimu u in the( cu hoW a shevar dev ice. Th us, it 11

necvssa r. to us(' tit(- a ppropria tu( val o ((f dupenriig onl th Joa1 dling s it i -

It ioni -Fr hori/mital loading, as In tite cast, of the pressuremort r testing 'Ii

Clay'. such high viu of niaN contributc significantly to the ovcrestimuatlir,

of uridraiit d slit ar strenrgt h u~ln cominr d to lab~oratory C xpvriilitrlts.
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incrasc- sharply as the probe pressure exceeds th. creep pressure. Souie

researchers (e.g., Mori and Tajirna, 1964; Lukas and LeClerc De BussN., 1976)

state that the creel) pressure is equivalent to the horizontal preconsolidation

pri ssure. On the other hand, this has not been the experience in France

(i agueliui. et al., 1978). In order to study, the relationships among AL, pres-

surern.ter expansion and soil stress conditions, Al,; monitoring during the

(',chainbr pressurerneter tests was attenipted.

Acoustic Emission Instrumentation

A sc 'hiatric diagrai of the AL systeii is shown in Fig. 1i.1. It was

ii auifa,, turf-d by Acoustic Lrrission Technology Corp. The sensor (Model No.

A( 1l. Ia- a r .s'oriant freu(tevj(.c of 3(0 kIlz. The output frot the Al: consoh.

\ ,ie ! :21 l( (( ,I:C l l' -: , both tlj( couiits of AL' signals exceedt irio a pre-s(t

I h .h,,d ah4d thlt. iCM. readiig which represents the signal level (ainplitude in

,t ,(f th, ainpliti, ,d Al. signal. Ali output goes directly to the coniputer

1i$- ;.i,, soil at. *. lit; Al: signials, it was necessary to use waveguides to

'll K I; 1, .Iht igral. tir th, soil (Lord et al., 1!82). Th( needlh piezointers

t I, I , t lil ',, l s~mi ,i %i r, ldf ;h l Kaveguides since they are ind:dh of stairn-

h. -e, ,' J' I# pi" /"w' i It r, art. m h .r.d to th. porq I)rstir( tr:n, u('r ports

ii i >ri, 1;-i !,4 4! ti tit h:iiife r tope JLitt .- Iiv A l. f ij'or %%;i'-

, 1 , , I, I I I;IIIt,, r 14q, I 1 : -I

His,'ult% of Al, Ieadi ., )uring (hamber Pressurcmeter 'e.nts

' I re I1 "1 ' ej ,,t .\1 data fro n t. (P3. Tli. couit- itcr ; t,

ht tit r 1 -A I I I h, refa;, r :, i, in th, Ot ro ssurci ui (r. Siclc the pre.sur.iwl. r

I1 4C 1 if 'a N )1'. (1 NI~ e l Ir I he 'j iii~ ;tl1,, tit(-cr(,:% I linti l' 'I II

Fi& A- A~ -A * 1 %.
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; Figure 11.2 AE data for chamber pressuremeter test No. CP3.
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time. The RNIS read ijgs remaiii rt.lat r'ly low alld stab t throughout tht

test. Both the AE count and ]{NIS readings represent corluined eflucts of tht

AE signals actually generated due to the stress increase ill the soil andl noist

during the test which was not filtered out. In order to isolate the efhicts of

noise, a dumrni. test was performed. Ihe pressurerniter was installed ill the

empty chamber under the same cell pressure a, in the real test. The AEL sig-

nals monitored during tle pressuremeter expansion are shown in Fig. 11 3.

Since there was no soil to be stressed, the AF signals in the dummy .test art,

generated by noise only.

Theoretically, the d.du tio, (r lh.t valuie, sh)\% n ill Fig. 11.3 froii tlio in

Fig. 11.2 represents the nut Al: signals resulting from the stressing of soil dur-

ing pressurenieter tests. |{o%%vver, Fig-. 11.2 and 11.3 indicate that the mnagni-

tudes of RMS and AF' counts are simuilar in boti tests. This means that the

recorded AE signals are essentially all due to the noise in the environment.

Similar results were also obtained ill other tests. A possible explanation for

this phenomenon is that the clay sampie was completely saturated and water

does not transmit AE signals.

Further evaluation of the AE records was therefore riot performed, a rd

no additional experimu:. ts using Al.; counts to delect radial cracking were car-

ried out.
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